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CHAP.rER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been a trend to integrate concepti! of 
human interaction and psychiatric nursing throughout the basic profes-
sional program of nursing, in contrast to limiting the instruction 
of these concepts to the psychl:-atric nursing experience. It is in the 
latter clinical experience, ho~ever, that the s~~dent has the greatest 
opportunity i:o concentrate on the significant part her relationships 
with patients play in their therapy. Along with this opportunity come 
new pressures with which the student must cope. No longer can she rely 
on many of the principles and procedures she has utilized in caring for 
tll3 physically ill patient. No longer can she resort to the same i:o ols 
with which she has been able to offer the patient relief from discomfort 
or assurance of treatment and, often, cure. Suddenly she has little use 
for ::nany of the props which gave her something to do while she evaluated 
and planned to meet the patient's more subtle ani oomplex needs. In 
addition to her losses, she must work with pltients whose behavior may 
differ grossly from any she has observed or had i:o approach previously. 
It would seem logical to assume that the substance of what the student 
saw as nursing--her ability to help patients--suddenly, has become 
minimal or absent. Yet the ability to deal intelligently and skillful~ 
-
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vrith the emotional components of illness cannot be separated from 'the 
nurse's functioni g if she is to help t~ patient effectively. 
Instructors of psychiatric nursing repeatedly and varietally 
appraise their educational programs to deter~ine the learning experiences 
; hich are useful to students in developing some understanding of 'the 
helping role they may play. In addition, umerous studies have been 
conducted to identify factors vh ich promote or inhibit stu:ients 1 
ability to utilize the psychiatric nursing experience to the advantages 
intended One of these areas which does not see!n to have been inves-
tigated, is the students 1 evaluation of the help they give patients or 
the help they receive during the psychiatric nursing experience. 
Statement of the Problem 
¥That are the perceptions of two selected groups of nursing 
students in a basic collegiate program in relation io the he p they 
gave patients and t~ help they received d~.ring tl'flir psychiatric 
nursing experience? 
Sub-pro blans 
1. In what ways do students feel they gave help to patients? 
2. From whom and in what ways do students feel they received 
help? 
3. Are there differences and similarities in the perceptions 
of help given and he 1 p reoei ved? 
4. From whom and with what aspects of t~ ir experie:r:ce do 
students feel they need more help? 
5. Are aspects of help given and received apparent in 
experie~es which students describe as satisfying? 
6. Are aspects of help not given or not received apparent in 
experiences which students describe as dissatisfying? 
I 
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7. In relation to the foregoing sub-problems, what are the 
sL~ilarities and differences in the perceptions of the 
two groups of students ? 
Justification of the Problem 
Interest in this problem grev. out of exreriences enoo untered in 
teaching psychiatric nursing to students. Frequently, students have 
indicated in varying ways that they did not feel they were helping 
their patients. Given time and assistance, however, many of ttese 
students seemed to gain satisfaction from 'their wol:X. Indi vidue.l 
students have shared some of tm factors that tht:V felt had inhibited, 
as well as those they felt had contributed to, the developnent of their 
effectiveness in helping patients and deriving satisfaction. It was 
hoped that the tool developed for this study would provide an organized 
method for obtaining the opinions of a group of stuients in relation to 
the help they gave ard received during tl::e ir psychiatric nursing 
experience. It was felt that the findings would be useful in identi-
fying experiences with which stuients felt tht:V needed more help and, 
in addition, reveal information about the sources and ways students 
felt they were given help. 
Scope am Delimitations 
The sample consisted of fourteen students in the basic programs 
of two collegiate schools of nursing in New England. For the purpose 
of this study, one schoo 1 and its students will be referred to as 
School and Group x. The other school ani its students will be referred 
to as School and Group Y. School Y has an arrangement wi 1:h School X 
for a transfer of course credit for the oourse in psychiatric nursing. 
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The size of the sample and the study's co~ern with one program, limit 
the generalizing of findings to other students and other programs. 
During the psychiatric nursing experience, students from School X 
continued their usual living arrangements. Since School Y is located 
in another state in New England, these students were housed in a nurses' 
residence which is adjacent to the agency used for tl:e clinical assign-
ment. 
The agency used for the clinical experience is a small, state 
mental hospital located within easy traveling distance of School X, 
where many of the students' classes are held. The functions of the 
hospital include the care and treatment of acute and recoverable ~pes 
of mental disorder; research into the causes and treatment of mental 
illness; the training of psychiatrists and ancillary personnel. The 
bed capacity of the hospital is 260. J. description of the p~chiatric 
nursing program appears in Appendix A. 
Definition of Terms 
The following 'bel'Jls will be used as defined for the purpose of 
this study: 
Supervisor--The nurse who is responsible for assisting the 
student in understanding the nurse-patient relationship process. 
Instructor--The faculty member who guides the clinical practice 
of the students assigoed to a specific unit. This nurse is a leader 
of a bi-weekly seminar ani is :responsible for evaluati~ the progress of 
students assigned to her unit. A further function of the instructor is 
liaison between the students and agency personnel. 
n 
I 
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Supervisor-instructor--A nurse who fills both of the described 
roles. 
Seminar--A bi-weekly class wi 1:h content derived from c linioal 
experiences. The placement of students am instructors within groups 
is determined by their ward assignments. 
Preview of Methodology 
An interview schedulewas constructed to elicit students' 
perceptions of the help they gave pati e:nts and of the ~ lp they 
received during their psychiatric nursing experience. Fotn"teen 
students from two collegiate schools of nursing were interviewed 
at the end of their program. 
Sequence of Presentation 
In Chapter II the theoretical framework of the stuqy will be 
presented. Chapter III will describe the methodology employed in the 
study. Chapter IV will include an analysis and discussion of the data • 
.A surmnary of the findings arrl recommendations for further study will 
appear in Chapter v. 
I 
CHI\Pl'ER II 
THIDRETICAL FRAME.YORK OF THE STUDY 
Among the factors which have influenced the patterns of basic 
nursing education, have been the growing realization of the immensi~ 
of t~ mental illness problem and the increasing understandi~ of the 
emotional components inherent in or precipitated by many illnesses. 
Nursing educators have intensified their efforts to provide experiences 
which will contribute to the students' understanding of 'the dynamics 
of behavior and development of interpersonal skills. The focus of 
concern is upon two aspects of the students' program: the integration 
throughout the nursing program of principles of behavior, development, 
and psychiatric nursing concepts; and the clinical experience during 
which the student cares for the mentally ill patient. 
Studies which have been concerned with investigating the 
attitudes of students toward their psychiatric nursing experience 
support the necessi~ of early teaching of the principles of inter-
persoml ro lationships and tm concepts of psychiatric nursing. In 
a study done by Kottman, the findings indicated that attention should 
be given to increased emphasis on interpersonal relationships, commu• 
nication skills and self-understanding, at a stage earlier than the 
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psychiatric nursing experience. 1 Kabach's survey, concerned tith 
students' opinions about the learning experiences in psychiatric 
nursing, revealed the students' difficulties in their initial re ation-
ships wi~~ patients did not empha~ize weaknesses in the psychiatric 
nursing program; that the difficulties related to attitudes whose modi-
fication could not be expected to take place in the brief period of 
two or three months. 2 
l'lhile there are a number of reasons for the cone ern over pro vi-
ding meaningful experiences during the psychiatric nursing program, 
there are two which are particularly compelling. It is generally 
believed that the psychiatric experience gives the stuient "perspective 
and sensitivi'bJ to the emotional components of all illnesses."3 Such 
outcomes, however, are dependent on the student's achieving an appreci-
ation of the significant :t:art she can play in meeting the eootional needs 
of patients; otherwise, incorporation c£ psychiatric nursing concepts 
into her care of all patient~ is likely to be limited. 
The second major reason for concern over the effectiveness of the 
lBarbaro. Y.ottman, "An Exploratory Study to Determine rlhether There 
Is a. Measu able Change in Nursing Role Concepts and Genera Self Percep-
tion of the Student after the Psychiatric 1-Tursing Experience." (Unpub-
lished Master's field study, School of Nursing, Bo ton University, 1961), 
P• 42. 
2Go ldie R. Kabach, "Survey of Students' Opinions about Learning 
Experiences in Psychiatric Nursing." National ~ague for Nursing, 
(10 Co umbus Circle, :Tew Yolk, Xew York: Nation l League for Nursing, 
1960), P• 12. 
3George 
of Mental I lness 
Books, Inc., 1959 
lbee, '~er ... tal Health !.;an power Trends, (Joint Commission 
and Health, Monograph <::eries, No. 3; New York: Basic 
, p 163. 
' • > 
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psyohi trio nursing program pertains to the problem of recru ting 
nura s into th f el of psychiatry.. The all tx> o familiar tatiatieiS 
point to the s v rity of tlv a iOrtag J lthough half of the hospitalised 
p tienta in the Unit Stat r ~ ntally 11 patient •4 only 6% of 
the n~r e employed in ho1pit ls ar psychiatric nurse . 5 Since th 
psyc iatric nurs~ n~ .xperieno f the nur ing student "is neo ssc.rUy 
th meol~nism for th recruitment"6 of nurses into tlw f1•ld of p ycbi~ 
atrJ, th sign· ioano of he favorable or unfavorabl reao-
tion to th pro r b com evi ont. 
'any etudie he. e been co uo-c d n ff'ort to understand soma of 
the rea o:ts n:.tr e ar reluctant w wr in psychiatry. A number of 
thes studies report t at t, e verag stu entt attitu:ies toward p yoni-
a trio nursin ar unf vor l • 'l J.Qn • i a r cent study which att pted 
to d tennine 1e ff o of t e psych:.. tr · c ur 1 experieno on t 
atti t ud s of he nursing et ent toward psychiatric nursing as a c reer , 
found th t th exp ri no di ot ault in any consist t ch g o 
attitudes; th t many students h • ed fro unfavorable to t wrable 
attitud and ma y from favorable to unf vorable . 8 A signifi ant 
4Joint Co iss on on ental 
He lth, Final Report of t Join 
Health t ew Y rka Basic Books, I 
5 !bid • ., P• 152. 
6Albee, .;• 163. 
7 Ibid., P• 177. 
Illness and Health , Aotion for ~ent 1 
Com:nisaion on ntal Illness nd 
c. , 1961), P• 4. 
8 E. S. wn:? "D term· nunts of ~.,;Sre r C ole in Psychi trio ursing' 
(unpublishe Ph. D. sertation, Western Res rve University, 19 8), 
cit d by Ge rg W. Albee, :~npower Trends (Joint Com-
mission on nt 1 Illness , lhonograph Series, Uo. 5; New 'ork: 
Basic Books. Ino., 1959), 
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finding of this study is that the negative attitudes were not restricted 
to caring for the psychiatric pi tient; they included tre care of 
patients with chronic illnesses of any d:agnosis. 9 According to 
Albee, studies10 suggest that one of the factors responsible for the 
small number of nurses who go into psychiatry rr.s.y involve the image 
which serves to attract young women to choose careers in nursing; that 
the nature of nursing activities in psychiatry is not oom~tible with 
the usual image of nursing activities . 11 
Although a number of studies have been concerned with investi-
gating students' reactions and attitudes toward psychiatric nursing, 
a review of tre literature did not reveal studies concerned directly 
with the students' feelings about their ability to help psychiatric 
patients and tre ir feelings regarding the help they received during 
the psychiatric nursing experience Since nursing is vi tally concerned 
with helping, it was felt that more should be known about this area. 
It is clear that curriculum objectives and activities cannot be 
determined solely on the basis of needs as they are stated or implied 
by students. Studies involving students, ho ever, can be expected to 
9Ibid-, PP• 177-178. 
lO.turelia J No ako ski, "Inventory and ualificat:i..ons of 
Psychiatric Nur es" National League for Nursing (1950), cited by 
George 7 • ./llbee, Mental Health and Manpower Trends (Joint Commission 
on Mental Illness and Health, Monograph Series, No. 3; N~ York: Basic 
Books, Inc., 1959), p. 179. 
llAlbee, PP• 160-161, P• 179. 
I 
I 
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reveal feelings about the kind of learning experiences Ythic::h are 
meaningful to them. 12 Tyler states that the term learning experieDCe 
refers "to the interaction bet?teen the learning and the external 
conditions in the environment to which m can reaot. 11 13 Since learning 
takes place through the active participation of the student, it is 
evident t~At the learning situations must be of a nature to attract 
the student's involvement. This indicates the need for the teacher to 
have understanding of her students' opinions concerning the learning 
situations afforded them.l4 
For some time nursing has recognized the need to develop tts own 
concepts, rather than rely upon those borrowed from other disciplines. 
Mellow stresses the importance of deriving theoretical oo ncepts from 
clinical findings. 15 There is a need, also, to understand more tho-
roughly the factors 1'1hioh tend to inhibit or promote the student's 
ability to integrate concepts. It is not the purpo se of this study to 
formulate concepts. It is felt, however, that studies which examine 
the learner's reactions to educational programs are sources of infer-
mation which have potential value in the development of concepts. In 
12~ Francis Brown, Curriculum Development (Philadelphia; 
.• B. Saunders Company, 1960), P• 95. 
13Ralph • Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction 
(Chicago, Illinois; The University Press, 1950), p. 41. 
14rbid 
15JuLa Mellow, "Graduate Education in Psych iatric Nursing, The 
One-to -One Relationship The League Exchange, Aspects of Psychiatric 
Nursing, Ro. 26, Sec. D (10 Columbus Circle, New York, New York: 
National League for Nursing, 1957) , P• 55. 
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addition, they yield infornation useful in the process of evaluating 
how effectively or ineffectively stuients ~ e grasped tho e co c pts 
hich the learning situation as designed to oonvey 
The broad base which supports all lev s of psychiatric nursing 
is skill in using the self in therapeutically constructive ways 16 
Only to the extc t that the nurse deve ops understanding of herself, 
ho ever, is she f'b e to help patients toward some achievement of self· 
understanding. In a study conoe ed with examining the dynamic of 
the interaction between herself ani a chronically ill patient, Hines 
emphasizes the interdependence of educational and therapeutic values; 
"that to concentrate on the aspects of tre relationship which were 
consjdered of educational value , was to concentrate on the aspects 
Which were of therapeutic value to the patient . nl7 Similar~, it 
seems logical to assume that the help which the student is able to 
give patients· during her psychiatric nursing experience is greatly 
influenced by the help she receive and is able to accept. Nursing 
literature and experience in psychiatric nursing , support the riter's 
belief that it is more diffieult for the students to soe themselves 
in the capacity of helping persons in the psychiatric nursing experi-
ence than in other clinical exper;ences. Since much of their future 
satisfaction fro~ nursing , as wel l as va lue to patients, is dependent 
l6Mary E. Gushee , "Graduate Education in Psychiatric Uursing." 
The Lea~e Exchange . ASpects of Ps yohia trio Nur sinf!: , No. 26 , Sec. D 
(10 Columbus Circle, New York, New York: National league for Nursing, 
1957). p 32. 
l7catherine • Hine , "A.n Examination of the Educational and 
Therapeutic Values Inherent in a Close Nurse-Patient Relation hip" 
(unpublished Master's field study, School of Nursing, Boston University, 
1960 ' p 53. 
I 
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upon realizing the therapeutic sig11ificance of competency in interpersonal 
relationships, it is important that more be learned about how students 
view themselves in relation to helping the emotionally ill patient. 
There is a need to know which aspects of help students recognize as 
supportive and of value, and which of these aspects they are aware of 
using in their interactions with patients. 
Students' reactions are only one of numerous sources of informa-
tion which have and will contribute to the improvement of the psychia-
tric nursing experience. Their feelings, opinions, and ideas, however, 
need to be listened to and given consideration for practical application. 
CHAP.rER III 
METHODOlOGY 
Selection and Description of Sample 
The students intervie'l'ted for this study were from two collegiate 
schools of nursing which have been referred to as School or Group X 
andY. The sample included all of the students who were scheduled by 
the two schools to have their psychiatric nursing experience during 
the early months of 1962. The program is an eight week experience. 
Eight of the students were from School X and six were from Sohool • 
The ages of the students ranged from twenty to twenty-~ro years. 
Table 1 shows the ages of the students in the two schools. 
T.ll..BLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGES OF STUDENTS FR>M THE niD SCHOOLS 
Number of Students Number of Students 
A_ges of Students from School X from School Y Total 
20 1 4 5 
21 5 2 7 
22 2 0 2 
Total 8 6 14 
Proportionately, the students from School X are older than those 
from School Y. This is probably due to the students from School X being 
-13-
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assigned 'to psychiatric nursing in their senior year, while students 
from Schoo 1 Y have their psychiatric nursing experience during tb:l ir 
junior year. 
Differences in the educational programs of the two schools may be 
seen in ~ppendix B. One difference, however, deserves explanation. 
Since their freshman year, students from School X had participated in 
one credit hour of group work each semester. Under the leadership of 
the nursing faculty and with the arrangement of students into small 
groups, these courses encouraged the development of appropriate degrees 
of insightful am conoeptta 1 understanding of intra- and interpersonal 
processes. 
Three nurse instructors were responsible for developing and 
directing the students• program in psychiatric nursing. One instructor 
was employed by School Y and two by School X. Three units in the hos-
pital were utilized as practice areas. Each instructor was responsible 
for the activities of those students assigned to one of the units. The 
assignment of the students to the units involved no effort to plaoe them 
with an instructor employed by the students' own school 
Tools Used to Collect Data 
The choice of securing data through the use of individual inter-
views was based upon the belief that the method would yield more infor-
mation than would the use of questionnaires. Although the interview 
schedule was adhered to consistently, it offered the freedom of using 
probes to elicit further information and to clarify the meanings of 
students' responses The one-to-one situation offered the additional 
advantage of recognizing and taking time to alleviate apprehension and 
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resistance. 
As a pre-test, an interview seb:ldule of open-ended questions and 
anticipated probes was constructed am administered iD two students of 
nursing. Three months before they were interviewed, these students had 
completed the s~e psychiatric nursing program with which this study 
is concerned. Following post-interview discussions with the students 
concerning the clarity of the questions and their potential for arousing 
undesirable reactions, questions and p~bes related to the area to be 
studied were revised and new ones developed. The interview schedule as 
it was used appears in ~ppendix c. 
Procurement of Data 
After the tool was constructed, pretested, and reconstructed, 
permission to carry out the study wns obtained from the Director of 
the Undergraduate Division for School X and from the professor respon-
sible for the psychiatric nursing experience. The latter explained to 
the students, as a group, that a candidate fa- the master's degree in 
psychiatric nursing would be interviewing them individually for the 
purpose of attaining their evaluations of some aspects of the psychia-
tric nursing program. She also asked the sttrlents to sign for appoint-
ments on a schedule of the interviewer's time, which was placed on the 
bulletin board. Intervievts were scheduled during the l.e.st eight days 
of the psychiatric nursing experience. 
Each interview was scheduled for one hour. Several interviews, 
however, extended from five to twenty minutes beyond the hour. 
The interviewer identified herself, at the beginning of each 
appointment,&'a student in the master's program in psychiatric nursing. 
~~~--~----~--------------~------------------------~-------------------------------------
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It was explained that the interviews were in relation to her field study 
whichwas concerned with student opinions about some aspects of their 
program. Students were tl> ld there were no right or wrong answers; tba t 
the value of the study was dependent upon obtaining actual feelings and 
opinions. The students were told that none of the information they 
related would be utilized qy their facul~ in evaluatirg their progress 
in the program. The students were also told that their responses, as 
well as the interviewer's questions and comments would be written down 
during the interview. To further preserve the objectivity of tl:e tl> ol, 
students were asked not to discuss tlv3 questions ani study with students 
who had not had their appointments. The students' reactions seemed to 
indicate that they complied with the request. 
I 
I 
CWPTER IV 
Presentation and Discussion of D~ta 
Some of the interview questions asked s _p3cifically for peroep-
tions concerning help, while others were meant to evoke responses 
which would reflect attitudes toward giving and receiving help. The 
last question in the interview dealt with anticipated career choices. 
Data will be considered according to the entire group and according to 
one group in relation to the other. 
Help Giving and Help Receiving 
Help Giving 
The students were asked to name ways in which they had helped 
their patients. Sir.ce the purpose of the studv was to obtain students' 
perceptions, it was important to cqtegorize responses in a ma er which 
would preserve the essentia 1 meaning of each response as it was intended 
by the student. Considere.tion of the responses showed that they 
related to a variety of aspects which were associated with patie. ts' 
problems. The si~ aspects of patients' problems which ~ere isolated 
~nd utilized for categorizing the descriptions given by students, 
included: 
I 
I 
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1. Developing trust. 
2. Gaining self-esteem. 
3. Alleviating or preventing anxiety. 
4. Coping with reality issues. 
5. Gaining understanding of fee ings and behavior. 
6. Developing independence. 
Responses whose meanings were unclear. and those which pre-
cluded categorization as a resui t of the general nature of the 
descriptions. were discarded. Elimination was necessary of a slightly 
higher number of responses given by Group Y than by Group X. The 
responses which were recorded in each category. appear in ~ppendix D. 
Table 2 shows the number of responses and the number of students who 
gave the responses. 
Implications of the descriptions of help-giving will be 
discussed according to each category. ~nere appropriate. differences 
and similarities in descriptions given by the two groups will be 
discussed. Later, in this chapter , help-giving responses will be 
discussed in relation to the students' descriptions of help received. 
I -19-
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBur N OF THE BELP-GIVING RESRH~SES OF FOURTEEN 
STUDE~ITS IN RELATION 10 ASFECTS OF PATIENTS' PROBIA~ 
. 
. 
Aspects of School X Sooool Y . Total . 
Patients' :Number of:Number of:Number of:Number of:Number of:Number of 
:Responses ;Students :Responses:Students :Responses ;Students 
Problems :Respond• :Respond- : :Respond-
:ing ;ing :ing 
Developing : 
trust 10 7 2 2 12 9 
. . 
. . 
Gaining . . 
self 7 5 5 4 12 9 
esteem 
Alleviating: : 
or prevent-: 1 1 2 1 3 2 
ing anxiety : 
Co ping with : 
reality 5 4 . 5 4 10 8 . 
is s ues 
Gaining 
understand-: 
ing of 6 5 7 5 13 10 feelings 
and 
behavior 
: 
Developing 
indepen- 5 3 1 1 6 4 
denoe 
I 
I 
I 
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Developing trust. 
Two of the twelve descriptions of help giving in relation to 
trust were given by two students from School Y. The other ten 
descriptions were given by seven students from School X. At face 
value, this would seem to indicate that students from Group X were 
more cognizant of the importance of establishing trust in their 
relationships with patients. It may be, however, tmt Grou X was 
more competent than Group Y in describing their v ays of r,i v.ing help. 
~11 of the responses involving trust included some description 
of, either the way in which the student communicated her dependabi-
lity, or the manner in which the assurance of trust manifested itself 
in the patients' behavior. Lmost every description of trust contained 
some q uFl.lification of the degree to which patients were able to trust 
the students. Although this may not be fully apparent from tbe 
limi ~ed st +.ements included in the ap endix , the complete descriptions 
clearly indicated the students' awareness tmt p:ttients' ability to 
rely upon them was not absolute. Some of the qualifying statements 
were, "he trusted me enough --- 11 and "patients develop a certain 
a:::x:>unt of trust in you." 
Six of the responses related the development of trust to 
pe. tie.ats' increased freedom to communicate meani~fully wi ti-. the 
nurses. Descriptions of communication ranged from ease in talking, 
to the confiding and discussing of basic fears and problems. Only 
one student clearly indicated understanding t~e safety with thich 
negative feelings can be expressed in a relationship of tr~ t; "Because 
you're close to them, they can take +:heir nega~ive feeline;s out on you." 
- .. 1-
Two descriptions stressed the patient's abi.li ty to trust the 
nur·se even though she represented sor1eone whorr1 he previou ly had 
distrusted. For instance, one student perceived ro r young adult 
patient's ability to trust her to be a corr~ctjve experience of the 
~tient's former inability to relate to her peers. Another student 
described a me le patient v.ho, never having related po si ti vely to a 
woman, "was able to trust me enough to talk and joke with me. 11 
One student said that her pe.tient a able to accept help from 
his therapist when , "through the trust he developed in me, I was able 
to help him see that his therapist oared about him.'' 
Two students described their work with patients who were fearful 
and suspicious of others. One of these students recognized that the 
patient trusted her when hevas able to "confide in me without worry-
ing whether I would judge him. 11 This student saw the 11 developro.ent of 
trust" as the most important aspect of help she gave patients. The 
other student felt it was through the close nurse-patient relationship, 
that her patient was able to overcome some of his distrust of others. 
One student felt that by "coming back, even when he had rejected 
me , 11 she had shown her patient that she could be trusted. 
Gaining self-esteem. 
Conveying to patients a quality of caring about them, or a sense 
of their importance to others , was described by nine students as a way 
of giving help. ~ similar proportion of students from bo-th schools 
indicated appreciation of the patients t need to realize they were 
cared about by their nurses; four students from School Y gave five 
responses and five students from School X gave seven responses. One 
I 
I 
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student recognized caring flS ba,iic to help.". g patient... Thi::; student 
completed her summarization of help-giving with , " I think it all car.le 
back to knowing soneone cared. " 
T 10 studP-nts said they communicated carir.g by the way in which 
they responded to patients' difficult or negative behavior. One 
student sai , "I sho>red them I cared by setting limits when they 
tes ted me." ~not her felt that her caring "'bout patients was conveyed 
by oontinuing to ro rk with them, ""ven when they Ltanipulate or 
rejected me . " "Accerting patiEnts as they were , " with the implication 
tb.a t the behavior was not social ly acceptable , was described by one 
student as a •ay of helping her patients feel th~ were important. 
Fat:.ents' rccogni tion of havi .g "a nurse .ho wa.; t:beir s" a d a 
nurse "who was on his s i de " was described by three students. These 
respor.ses also convey the patients' trust in their nurses. 
One student felt that her patient's porceptio of being important 
to 'ler , "gave her confideroe to move out into the group" w:OOr& others 
might feel that she, the patient , as important. One response 
described helping "by caring enough to stick around when ev ryone 
else gave up . " One student fe t that her patients t..a.d "gained a. 
understanding that someone in tho world does care . " 
'I\\'0 other response recorded in this category , clearly stated 
tre carint:. uq .;.ty s. own to patients . They did not include , however , 
descriptions of how the caring was demonstrated or explanations of 
its importance to the patients . 
Alleviating or preventing anxiety. 
Although other descriptions of help included th asrect of 
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contributing to patients' comfort, only three were li~ited to the 
alleviation and preve .tion of anxiety . The descriptions were given 
by t :o students ; one by a student from School X and two by a 
student fron1 ::>cLool Y. 
One of the resronses was concernE-d with being available to the 
patient when he needed someone 1o listen . The other two responses 1 
given by one student, involved helping pa ients adjust to too 
hospibl . Since this group of 'students was responsible for the 
admission of patients, it was of itterest trat only one student 
mentioned helping with orientation. The pAucity of description 
probably was due to thP intervimvs taking place when the students 
tere terminating their experience in t:OO psychiatric hosp ital , and , 
t:OOrefore , not concerned with probl ems of orientation . The stude t 
who did focus on helping patie ts ad j ust to the ho "Pi tal had only one 
long-term patient . Her otl:>.er patiEnts remained for short periods of 
time and she stated t at the ~elr she gave them was limited . 
Coping with reality issues. 
This category was used to record responses which descri ed 
assisting patients to deal ~ith reality . There were ten responses : 
five were given by four students from School X and five , by four 
students from School • The ratio of responses ~ therefore , as 
somewha t higher for students from School Y than from School X. 
Two students described working with reality aspects by setting 
limits . One of these responses involved helping the patient control 
his "inappropriate behavior" when he was around o-ther people. The 
other response was le s specific ; the student set limits for her 
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patients vlith the expectation that they would "realize tmt in life 
there are certain limits." 
Three students described helping patients evaluate their 
perceptions and reactions to current situations in their lives. 
For instance , one patient, planning 'to leave the hospital against 
medical advice was "helped to see why he was hospitalized." One of 
these students clearly delineated the areas in which she offered help 
with patients' problems; "I helred them by dealing with reality--the 
here and now; not with what made them sick • 11 
Two stu:lents stated clearly , and two others implied, givirt the 
patient help with separating reality from phantasy. One of these 
descriptions involved helping the patient see, in a less distorted 
fashion , her family's interest and attempts 1D help her. 
One student described reminding her patient of her past accom-
plishments when she was feeling hopeless about her future. In this 
way the student said she had offered reassurance that was "real , " 
rather than giving meaningful assurance that the patient would be 
able to function effectively. 
Gaining understanding of feelings and behavior. 
Responses placed in this category involved giving patients help 
in developing self awareness to one degree or another. Five students 
from each school contributed thirteen responses. Although seven of 
the responses were given by students from School Y, three of them 
lacked the substantiation found in other responses. Therefore, the 
higher ratio of responses from students in Group Y could not be taken 
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as an indication tm t this grQup was more aware of patients' need of 
help in developing self awareness. 
Descriptions associated with giving patients help 'to understand 
themselves ranged from encouraging patients to e:xprcss their fee ings, 
iD encouraging tl.3::l to tbink about and explore their feelings and 
reactions. Several students described helping patients investigate 
their reactions toward specific issues or certain people. 
Two of the students used their patients' behavior toward them iD 
help investigate the patients' feelings and reactions. One stuient 
described helping the patient "see what he is doing when he takes his 
feelings out on me." The other sttrlent used the patient's admitted 
jealousy of the student's accomplishments to help her investigate the 
block in her motivation to similar achievement. 
An aspect which received emphasis was helping patients in rela-
tion to their hostile feelings end behavior. Some of tle se descrip-
tions v-~ere limited iD helping the patient recognize the feelings and 
behavior involved; others included helping the patient to accept or 
work with them . 
One student stated that she 11made 11 her patients think aoout 
their feelings , "even though it made them uncomfortable." This 
student explained tl11. t in her work with patients she 111. d adopted her 
supervisor's way of v.orking -with her: "If it worked with me, it 
should wort: with patients." 
Developing independence 
This category was used for descriptions indicating that students 
had helped patients assume some degree of responsibility for their 
r-- I 
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behavior. Only one student from School Y gave a resiOnse appropriate 
to this category. Her description of having be ed by teaching the 
patient how to care for her children implied that the patient was 
better able "to :r:Jeet 'her family's needs. Three students from School X 
described five instances of helping patients assume greater responsi-
bili ty . One patient was helped to plan rer own acti vi·ties, rather 
than depend on the nurse to plan for and take her to activities. Two 
patients overcame their tendency "to blame otre rs for their misfort1.mes. 
One of these patients was described as having progressed to being able 
to evaluate critically her feelings and behavior. A fourth patient had 
been "helped "to see a way of working through her problems on a daily 
basis." The remaining response concerned a patient's ability 1D ns.ke 
plans in relation to the way she ~uld handle living at home. 
Inability to give help. 
Students were asked to desorl be how they felt when they were 
unable to help patients . Considered generally, there were two types 
of responses. There vrere those students ~o described fee ings of 
uselessness, discouragement, failure, and anger. Other students 
1 described experiencing these same feelings am then moving on to 
evaluate the si tm tion in relation to their own expectations and 
approach, and in relation to the dynamics of the patients' failure to 
accept or respond to the help offered. An e~ple of the latter type 
of response was: 
' en I couldn't help, I 'Wil>uld start out being 
discouraged. Sometimes, I woulO. v."S.nt t:> give 
up. The final solution seemed to be in trying 
to examine my O\'VIl feelings and looking at wltl. t 
had h'4ppened. Then, I would make new plans and, 
ae:ain trv to help_. 11 
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Help Receiving 
Students were asked which people ranked first and second in 
having given ther.u. l1elp during the psychiatric nursing experience. One 
student from each school said she could not rank her sources of help. 
Each of these students said three people r~d shared equally in helping. 
The student from School Y named her supervisor, the head nurse on her 
Wlit , and the doctor w.i. th whom she WJ rked. The student from School X 
named hor supervisor, the students on her unit, and the patients 
assigned to her. Table 3 shows the distribution of the choices made 
by the other twelve students. 
TAB I.E 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PEOPlE WHO GAVE HELP ID T\'iEL VE STUDENTS 
; : 
People .ho : First Choice : Second Choice 
Helped : : : : : ~ 
:Schoo 1 X :Schoo 1 Y :Total :School X :Schoo 1 Y :Total 
: . . : . : . . . 
Instructor : 2 : 3 . 5 : .. : 1 : 1 . 
: : : . . ; . . 
Supervisor : 3 : .. : 3 . 3 : 1 : 4 . 
: : : : : : 
Supervisor- : : : . : : . 
Instructor : 1 . 1 : 2 : .. : . . : . . . 
: . : : : : . 
Doctor( s) : . . : . . . .. : 3 : 1 : 4 . 
: : . . : : . . 
Patient(s) : .. . 1 : 1 : 1 . 2 . 3 . . . 
: : : : . : . 
Self . 1 : . . ; 1 . . . : . •• . • • . 
: : : : : . . 
Totals : 7 : 5 : 12 : 7 : 5 : 12 
The responses of students 'Who were not Qbl to rank the r:ersons 
giving them help were inclu:led when the data as oonsidered. Therefore. 
ths total number helping persons named wa thirty. 
-I 
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Of the twelve first-choice responEes , ten named nursing faculty. 
Of the ~.elve second-choi~e responses, five na~ed nursing faculty. The 
students unable to rank their choices named nursing faculty bvice and a 
head nurse once. Therefore, of the thirty responses, nurses were named 
eighteen times. It ~as evident th~t this group of students perceived 
nurses as their most important, as well as most frequent, source of 
help. There were no outstanding differences in the ratio of choices 
of student from the two schools. 
Although doctors 11ere never named as the most importa t helping 
p6rson , they were nal!f3d by four students as the seoond most important 
helping person. One of the students who was unab e to rank helping 
persons, included a doctor as one of the three people who were her 
major sources of help. Therefore, of the thirty responses, five 
named doctors. 
named doctors. 
similar proportion of students fro .1 both schools 
One student ranked a patient as the person givir.g her the most 
help. Three students ranked patients as their second most important 
source of help. One of the students named her patie •• ts when she 
specified three equRlly im.portan t sources of help. T e total number 
of times patients were named as helping persons as five. A slightly 
higher ratio of students from School Y named patie ts as so urces of 
help , than did the students from School X. 
One of the students who considered three sources of help equally 
i porter."';;, named the student s c her unit a s one of her choices. This 
student <as from School X. 
·. student fro. School Y ns-1 d her so f as +""'e tlers.Jn responsible 
for :'l'lOSt of her h.elp. She told o .any perso al preble .. \·,;.th hich 
he dealt during the time she was in the psychiatric program. T 1is 
student expressed acknowledgment hat she had many problems re uiring 
resol,l+ion before she could work effectively as a nurse in psychiatry. 
After naming tbe people rho had been the mo~t helpful, the 
students were asked to describe ho 1 these people had '1-}E> F"'d than. 
Consideration of ... hP respon es res 1lted in t"le isolation of seven 
aspects of learning with which the students described receiving hPlp. 
They were: 
1'. Trusting. 
2. Recognizing esteem of others. 
3. Receiving approval. 
4. Reco~nizing reality. 
5. Gaining understanding into: 
a. self 
b. rAlations hips ·Hi th others. 
6. Gaining understanding of: 
a. behavior of patients; 
b. mental i lness; 
c. nur~e's ro AS and functions; 
d. team concept . 
7. IncreasiDg independence. 
Separation of the responses in'b:> tre above categories provided 
a means of recordilg them according to the most dominant aspect of each 
description. Titles should not be interpreted to mean accomplishment 
of the learning aspect named. The interdependence of the ca. eg0ries 
m...tst also e k.ept i:n: mind. Appendix D shows tM respon es as th-zy . ere 
c tegorized. TablP 4 summarizes the number of responses and the 
! 
I 
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number of students giving the responses as they were recorded categori-
cally. The help-receiving descriptions recorded in each category wi 11 
be considered co llec ti vely and in terms of the two groups of tudent • 
TABLE 4 
DIS T"RIBUTION OF THE HELP-RECEIVED RF.SroKSES OF 
FOURTEEN STUDE~JTS IN RELATION '10 ASPECTS OF' THEIR EXPERIENCE 
, 
. : . . . 
l . .,pt;;c ts of : School X . School y : Total . 
Students' ;Number of :~umber of :l;tttnber of :Number of:Number of :i;umber of 
'3xper)ence :Respouses:Students :Responses:Students :Responses;Students 
. :Respond- : :Respond- . :Respond-. . 
. :ing : :ing : ;j_ng . 
Trusti~ . 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 4 4 . . . . . : 
r::tfuo f,llJ. u ng . : : : . : . . 
e.;;te m of . : : ~ . : . . 
others . 5 : 3 . 7 . 4 : 12 . 7 . . . 
: . . . : ; . . . 
Receiving . . . : . . . . . : 
approval : 3 . 3 : . -- : -- i 3 : 3 
: . : . . : . . . 
Recognizing : . . . : : . . . 
roali ty . 1 . . 1 . 1 . . : 1 : 2 . 2 . 
. ; . . . . . . . : 
Gaininr under-: . . ; . . . . . . 
standi.1g into:: ; : . ; . . . 
self : 6 . 5 : 5 . 4 : 11 : 9 . . 
relation- : : : : . . . . 
shiEs : 5 : 2 : 10 : 6 : 15 : 8 
. : : . 
' 
: . . 
Gaining under-: : : . . : . . 
standing of: . : : : ; . . . 
behavior . . . . . : . . . . . 
of . . . : ; . . . : 
Eatients : 3 : 2 . 3 . ; 1 : 6 : 3 
mental . : . . . : . • : 
illness . -- . -- : 3 . . : 3 : 3 : 3 
nurse's : . . : : : . . 
role : 2 : 2 : 3 : 3 . 5 : 5 . 
team : . I . . : . . . 
concept . 4 . 2 : 2 . 2 . 6 : 4 . . . . 
. . : : . . . . . . 
Increasing . . ; : . : . . . 
independence . 3 : 3 . 3 . 2 6 5 . . . : : 
I 
I 
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Trusting. 
The four responses recorded in this category were given by two 
students from each school. Actually, the word trust was not used in any 
of the responses. The responses however, consistently described the 
sharing of feelings and prob ems ti th a freedom which could be founded 
only on trust. For instance , one student said of the nurse who was her 
supervisor and instructor, "I always felt I could talk to her about 
anything--not, just about my patients ." 
Recognizing esteem of others. 
Students frequently described an element of help which, in essence, 
served as assurance that they were held in esteem by the helping person. 
The terms used by students to describe the sense of esteem varied. Most 
frequently, it was expressed as caring. Some students talked of the 
helping person showing concern for or interest in them. Four stuients 
spoke of receiving support from the helping person while they dealt with 
problems encountered in the psychiatric nursing experience . One student 
equated support.with caring. The single help-receiving response to 
employ the word trust was in ~e context of caring. The student said, 
"The caring quality was important--the constant supporting and trusting. 11 
This we.s in contrast to the responses which were considered indicative of 
trust. In those descriptions ., the students were referring to the trust 
they felt toward the teacher ., while, in this response, reference ~as to 
the instructor's trust in the student. 
Tv.o students indicated that t e communication of caring or interest 
• I involved the help~ng person's reaction to their acting-out behavior~ One 
of these students said of her instructor, "She got across to me tl::e. t she 
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did care about me--even when I acted out negative feelings toward her. 11 
The other student associated the instructor's con~ ern for her with her 
ability to set "good limits." 
Twelve responses were recorded in this oatego~. Three students 
from School X gave five of the responses; four students from School Y 
gave seven responses. 
Receiving approval. 
There were three descriptions of help which involved tre giving of 
praise in relation to work done by students. It was interesting that all 
three of the descriptions were given by students from School x. Since 
the sample was snall and the number of responses limited to less than 
half of the students in Group X, no oo no lusion can be drawn. The 
difference, however, does raise too question of why approval was 
recognized as helpful by some students from School X and by none from 
School Y. 
Two of the students who gave responses which Ylere recorded in this 
category, also gave responses which were categorized as helping with the 
aspect of esteem and which referred to the same helping person. This 
suggests that the giving of praise or approval is a ay of communicating 
caring. 
Recognizing r6ali~. 
Only two responses were appropriate to this category. In oo th 
descriptions the students focused upo the unrealistic nature of their 
own feelings and reactions to situations. One of the responses was made 
by a student from School Y. She made a sweeping statement about receiving 
I 
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help in ''recognizing the reality in situations involving feelings toward 
patients 1 problems 1 classnates 1 the instructor 1 an:l tre staff." The 
other description was made by a student from School X who named herself 
as the helping person. This student described coming to realize that 
promises she had made to one of her parents were unrealistic; with the 
death of the parent, the student's guilt over not keeping the promises had 
interfered markedly with her ability 1D function effectively in other 
situations. 
Gaining understanding into self and others. 
In setting up categories of aspects with which students received 
help 1 it became evident that a large number of responses dealt with help 
related to developing some degree of insight into feelings and behavior. 
There were , however, two aspects to this insight; one which focused upon 
the -student's understanding of her own feelings and behavior and one 
which described developing an awareness into the interactions tween 
the student and so:wc other personA Although the distinction is not a 
clear one , separation of the responses ini:o sub-categories demonstrated 
the two ways of expressing the help received with developing understand-
ing into behavior . 
Understanding into Self. Nine students gave responses which 
focused on the help they received in relation to self understanding. 
Characteristic of the responses were descri~ions which indicated 
progress in learning to examine and evaluate their feelings and behavior. 
Several students emphasized the elument of "being made" 1D look at what 
they were doing and how they were reacting. s~nce the students' frame of 
reference was the relating of help received, it was evident that they 
I 
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looked upo the expectation of se e arr.ination as a positive factor 
It as intere ti g that a11 of tP~ responses descri ing help in terms of 
being expected to look at one's own behavior were given by students from 
Sc ool X. 
A small .. u.."!l er of students described getting help with "personal 
problems.' Review· of these students' total interview sch dules revealed 
+;hat the problems , in some way , had 1nt erfer red with or econ:e evident 
through the ir functioning in the sy ch iatric nursing experience. 
The mnn br of students from t he t\vo schools who gave responses 
which ere recorded in this category ~ere s· ilar i ratio. our stu~ 
d.e .. ts from School Y gave five respo ses and five stndents from School X 
~~ve six responses . 
Understanding into Relationship with Others. This category included 
t oce responses in ·,-::uch the stud nt indicated hel in terms of under-
o:.tanding the relationship bet\~ een herself and some other per on . It was 
interesting that only half of the responses focused on the student's 
''nders tan ing of the interactions in the nurse-patie t relationshi 4 l'he 
ot er responses involved increased understanding of feelings and reac-
tio s in rela ionshipc , · th a variety o people; classmates , instructor , 
staff , families , and , as one tuderrt; indicated , " people in ge eral . 11 
The hel~ with understanding i ~eractions was described as coming 
bout in t >o iays. Some o the responses indica ted that the force r .. ich 
stimulPted the s t11de1 ts to investi ate their own feelings and reactions , 
as well as those of patient., , as the nurse- patient relationship itse f . 
For instance , one student said, '' ...... y patie:r..t helpe me exa .ina hy I , s 
ui~t . S e ;ent on to explain t}jl. t since both she and r patient were 
"quiet," she had to examine wl y she ·1a qtd'.)t arrl how she reacte>d before 
she could work wi th the patient . J..nother student said , "].:y relAtioHships 
' it patients taught me to l ook behind what peorle say , m look at w at 
+ ey r~ally mean . T s hel od me to rel te -ro people in genera • 11 
The ot er respo~ ses indicated that direct exploratio '~-;y th 
helping perso n and t student wa.~ ~ fore respo1;.sib le for tm dev&lo ,-
r._ent of d ep r i sight i to i~te::.-pc sc 1el re ntio !S . ... ..,. The followL.b 
1 espouses aro illustrative of these de script; on;:;: 
'
1!-!y supervisoL '~-cl e me take a cood look at r.:vs~lf--not 
j u..,t in t he hospita l sjtuation , b·1t '~-.ow I set up the 
same situa.tions at home . " 
"She (instructoz) helpeJ me v;o rk out " lot of si tuatio 
with my patients •n·hich were all tied up with what I am 
and how I feel . 11 
Student from School Y were resr.o nsi le for a much greater u.'"ber 
o 1 the respo . es in this category than ·;ere students from School 
Every student in Group Y related at east one ascription appropriate to 
+his category , ~h·l respo sesfromonly two tudent~ fromScho 1 .. ~ ~Jere 
considered pertinent . 
Ga·ning underst&ndir~s related to psychiatric nursi.1g . 
In a numb r of responses , kno .ledge or understand:i. 6 of .,on:e facet 
cf psychiatric nursing ms describe • In these responses there • as uo 
err.phasis on the students' efforts to evaluate their own feeli .gs and 
reactions . Tr.ese descriptions of help-received ere co 1Sid.ered. in sub-
categories named accordinE:, to the writer's interpretatio .. of the as.tlec. ts 
.,i th which the help seemed to be as so cia. ted . 
Six responses given ty three students referred to help in under-
standing patients 1 behavior. .As mentioned <~.bov , t,_ese res};Onscs did not 
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er!1phasize the interpersonal aspsct or the art play~d by the student. 
Two of the responses said simply that help had been gi von with 11 nder-
standing patients' behavior . " Other responses were somewhat more specific 
in describing how the help wa give.... For i .stance, one student nid oor 
supervisor had helped "interpret" her patient's behAvior, while another 
said that the supervisor had helpea y going into tbe dyna1:1ics. ne 
response dealt v:i th the head nurse ' s shnri..g of information c..bout the 
patients not assigned to the students . The student saw this as helpful 
in understanding ''what was going on on the ward. 11 Tv.'O students from 
School X gave three of th response and tho rena ining three v ere gi von 
by one student from School Y. 
Three responses described gaining a better understandia~ of mental 
illness . Two of tro se respor.ses indicated that the understanding, 1as a 
outcome of having worked ith patient... . One student said she could now 
.,ee "1hat mentAl illne s inw lved. 11 The other student said the relation-
shi s · th her patients had led her to accept mental ill e s "as a 
disease . '! The third response included in this category ~nvolved a 
doctor's help with increasing the s~~dent's knowledge of psychiatric 
diagnostic categories and of the m aning of psychotherapy . The three 
responses were made by three students from c.hool Y. The responses con-
cer~i g correct1o of ideas about mental illnes& may indicate tha~ 
students from School Y need more hel in overcoming their apprehension of 
mental illnes .. than do the students fron. School X. The lack of resr:onseli 
l'ro .. Group ·: may have reflected this bro '1 1 oppo.rtuni t os prior "to th 
psychiatric nursin Gxperie ce , to resolve some of their e.. prehensions 
through the courses which dealt with interpersonal and psychiatric 
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nursing concepts . 
Four tudents described help receiving ~icb indicated that they 
:b.ad experienced relationships with doctors v•hich differed from the 
working relationships to whic:r. they were accustomed. The differewe 
cente ed on the sharir..g betweeu doctors and nurses of observations and 
kno~ledge of patients . The writer interpreted ti1is as significant to t e 
stt~dent ' s appreciation of the interdependency of members of the psychi-
atric team. A characteristic response gave this description: "They 
listened to 'i hat information I had to share . They made you feol they 
need you as much as you need them." Stooents indicated tm t such help 
resulted i feeli g they had contributed significantly to patient care . 
It resulted also i~ ~ne roclization of tho necessity of mutual conmunica-
tion concerning the patient . Two students from School X gave two 
respor.ses each and two from School Y cave one resfonse each . The dese.ri -
tions £,iWn by students from School Y dealt only with the doctors ' s}.j:tring 
of information with the nurse . Students from School X described the 
mutual aspect of the sharing. Several responses made by a stud(jnt fr m 
chool Y and categorized under the aspect of esteem. lso described a 
difference in the doctors' recogni+ion of too stude ts . She conmented 
that one of the doctors had shown the students mre interest than "it was 
his job to do • 11 She also expressed amazement that the doctors made 
appointllflnts with stuients for the purpose of discussing the patie t:> ' 
progress . 
Increasing independence. 
The fir.al category of help-received responses , included descriptions 
of help through which students increa.:.ed their ability to find solutions 
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to problems and , generally , to function with greater independence. The 
ratio of students who gave the responses Vv-e.s similar for eac school ; 
three students fro.w. ;;chool X gave one ascription each; tW"o t 
chool Y gave a total of three responses . 
ts from 
One of the responses was given by the student from School X who said 
that the person respon ible for most of her pro. ross had been herself' . 
This student described overcoming her former tendencies to blame others 
for her difficulties and to shirk responsibilities which were hers. 
Four of' the responses which were given by tv.o student from each 
school focused on the helping person's ability to motivate the s-tudents 
to solve their own problems . For example , one student said that her 
supervisor-instructor "kind of prodded . She didn't cone right out and 
tell you to think , but you did ." A fifth response given by a student from 
School Y, v~s less specific than the others; it merely referred to the 
instruct or's help in working ''better with our patients • ' There ·were 
numerous responses recorded in the categories of esteem and understanding 
into self am relation ships with othe ·s which , also , emphasized the 
instructors' and supervisors' expectation that students would evolve 
their o~ decisions and plans . In the e descriptions and , to a slight 
degree in the descriptions recorded i the category being discussed; 
stuients from School X expressed this objective with more clarity than 
did the stu:i ents from Schoo 1 Y. 
Comparison of' help giving and receiving: 
Comparison of the help giving and receiving responses revealed some 
interesting differences and similarities. In relation to help giving; 
eight students described the aspect of developing trust , "M1ile only four 
j 
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students gave help-received responses ~hich were interpreted as relating 
to trust. Neither the individual responses of receiving help, nor the 
total interview schedules support the likelihood that only four students 
felt a relationship of trust had developed between them and some faculty 
member. It seems possible that the lack of responses lies in tle stu-
dents' manner of expressing help received. he v.'Or d trust may be awkward 
or little used in this connotation. There is the possibili 1zy" • ala:> • that 
the descriptions of caring ani concern convey the meaning of trust. 
In their description of both giving and receiving help , students 
fre uently described the aspects of caring, concern and interest. In 
addition, they used much the same terminology. Five students made no 
mention of receiving help through the aspects of trust or e steem.t yet 
these same students mentioned one or the other as an aspect of help giving. 
On the other :r.and , tVoQ students who did not mention giving help to patien'tli 
in relation to either of these asJ,:ects , clearly indicated that they had 
received such help . 
Although three students saw praise as an asJ,:ect of the help they 
received , the gi vi~ of praise to patients for current accomplishments I 
or efforts was not mentioned. In relation 'tD other questions , students 
referred to patients making progress in coping with problems. Therefore , 
it is obvious that there were situations which warranted the students' 
recognition. 
Reality was described as an aspect with which help was received 
only once,1 while help-giving descriptions in relation to reali~ aspects 
1
rn addition. one student described being her own s:> urce of help 
in relation to working through reali~ issues. 
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were numerous . This suggests that students may not ee the reality 
factors inherent in the clarification of their ovm feelings ani reactions 
toward situations and people . 
There is no category for help receiving which can be compared 
appropriately with the help giving categor.y concerning anxiety. There is 
similarity, however, between the responses which appeared tmre and some 
o1 those which are in the help-receiving category called nurse's role; 
these responses referred to the helping people giving suggestions for 
ways to work with patients men the students felt 11 confused 11 or "needed 
help. " 
The aspect of help giving and receiving which was most frequently 
mentioned was that of developing insight into behavior. The help giving 
responses were a mixture of descriptions of helping patients to express , 
identify , ani investigate their feelings and behavior. Some few of the 
responses focused on helping the patient unierstand other~ or himself in 
relation to others; however , the number of such responses was so small 
that all responses relating to insight were recorded in one category . 
The help receiving responses , on the other hand, were much IOOre numerous 
and there was a definite need to divide them into those describing self-
understanding and those describing insight into self in relation to 
otre rs . 
Comparison of the help giving and .receiving categories of those 
responses which indicated some change in behavior or increase in indepen-
dence, revealed one marked difference. In the help-receivil:€ responses 
there was emphasis upon the expectation that students would v.ork tol\"ard 
their em solutions to problems.. ihile help-giving responses ore not 
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devoid of this element , it was conveyed more by implication than actual 
description. 
Another J:X>int of interest in comparing tm help giving and 
receiving responses , is in relation to the students' descriptions of 
support. Several students in describing help giving , said they had 
helped patients by giving reassurance , support , and encouragement . Such 
responses were discarded because they lacked specifioi~. It is interest-
ing , therefore , tle.t when students described the same aspect in terms of 
help receiving , the descriptions were notably more specific and articu-
late. For instance , one student said of her supervisor, "Her role was 
supportive . She sort of helped you over the rough spots. She helped you 
look, too , but in a kind of gentler way which was something you needed , I 
t hin.k: . 11 
In general , then, although there were differences in the terminology 
used and in the emphasis given to parallel aspects of help , the aspects 
with which students perceived themselves giving and receiving help were 
similar . Comparison of individual students' responses in relation to 
both giving and receiving help , revealed that , although students tended 
to give help with the same aspects with which they received help, this 
was not necessarily so: some students described giving help with aspects 
of patients ' problems , while they bD.d not described receiving help with a 
comparable aspect. In many instances , students tended to be more 
articulate and explicit in describing help-received than in describing 
help-given . This was particularly true in relation to help which 
involved the understanding into behavior . The students, also , emphasized 
the faculty's expectation that they were to work at evolving their own 
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plans and insight into situations. This expectation was stated clearly 
by only one student in relation to help-giving. At times , dissimilarities 
in descriptions of help-giving and receiving seemed to be related to the 
use of different terminology depending upon whether the students were 
referring to themselves or to patients . 
Help Received from People in Various Roles 
Consideration of the help-received responses as they related to 
nurses, suggested that the help varied somewhat depending upon the role or 
the position of the nurse named as the helping person. There were indica-
tions that these differences existed in relation to the aspects of the 
experience with which the various nurses gave help, as well as in the way 
help was given in relation to individual aspects of the experience. How-
ever , due to the small number of students in the sample and iD the gene-
1 ralized nature of tre question , it was felt that no conclusions could be 
dra'Wtl. 
A clearer picture of similarities and differences in help received 
was evident in relation to the five roles of helping persons. Table 5 
sho·ws the nUI:J.ber of stu:ients who described help as they perceived it in 
relation to the various helping persons: nurse , doctor, patient, class-
mate, and self. When considering the total number of students who 
described receiving help from one of the helping persons, it is important 
to consider also the number of times the person was named as a source of 
help. Appendix E, which is the list of help-received responses , includes 
the role of the person responsible for giving the help. 
r---
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T-ABLE 5 
DISTRIBJSION OF THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS 'fUIO 
DESCRIBED RECEIVING HELP F . M TB:E VARIOUS HELFHJG PERSONS 
: 
A pects : Number of students indicati.ufi h~lp from.: 
of : : : :Nursing : 
Students' : 1;ursesa : Doctors : tie ts :Stude ts : Self 
ExEerience : ~182b : (s)b . (5) : (1) : (l)b . 
: . : : : . 
Trusting : 4 : . . . . . : • • : •• . 
: . . : . . . . 
Recognizing esteem of : . . . . . • . . 
others . 9 . 2 : • • . •• . • • . . . . 
. : . . : . . . 
Receivin~ approval : 1 : 2 . • • : • • . • • . . 
: : . ; . • . 
'?.eco Gnizinfi reality : 1 : •• . • • : . . . 1 . . 
: : . . : . . 
Gaining understanding . : : : : . 
into: . : . . : . . . 
: : : . : . 
self . 9 . • • . 2 . . . . • • . . . . . 
. . : : ; . . 
rela tionshi;es : 6 : 1 : 4 . 1 : •• . 
: ; . : : . 
Gaining understanding : . ; ; . . . 
of: . ; . : : . . 
: : . : . . • 
behavior of . : ; : . . . 
patients . 4 : 2 . •• : . . : • • . . 
: : . . : • • 
mental illness : .. . 1 . 2 . •• : • • . . . 
: : . : : . 
role of nurse t 2 . 2 : 1 . •• . • • . . . 
: : : . . . . 
team concept : •• . 4 : •• . . . . • • . . . 
. : . . . . . . . 
IncreasinG inde;eendence : 4 : . . . •• : •• . 1 . . 
a 
--includes supervisor, instructor, s upervi so r-
instructor, and head nurse • 
. 
b 
--number of ti..J.eS students named person as major 
source of help. 
The help which students attributed to patients was largely a non-
direct kind of help. In some instances , as mentioned earlier, work with 
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patients was felt to be responsible for increasing the students' 
knowledge and modifying their attitudes. Most of the help from patients 
was derived from interactions which stimulated the students to investi-
gate their own, as well as their patients' feelings and behavior. Only 
one student described a situation in which help f~m a patient was direct; 
she explained that the patient made her aware of the defenses she utilized 
bw pointing out her reactions to situations. 
The exchange and validation of ideas and observations among 
students was encouraged in this program, yet only one student told of 
receiving help from her classmates. This student emphasized that the 
significance of the help lay in its coming from her peers; that it 
would not have had the same meaning had it come from an authority 
figure. The situation involved her classmates' help in realizing the 
part the student had played in allowing them to set her up as a scape-
goat. 
The only responses which were indicative of help in relation to 
the aspect of trust, referred to nurses as the helping persons. Of 
eleven students who said that the communication of oaring and interest 
had been helpful, nine related the help to nurses and two to dootors. 
The content of the descriptions varied. When descriptions referred to 
doctors, they involved the interest shown the students and the amount 
of time the doctors devoted to helping them. When they referred to 
nurses, the descriptions tended to be more expansive and detailed and 
to elaborate on the way in which the nurses had supported the student. 
Help which was manifested in praising students was described as 
coming from two doctors and one nurse. It was interesting that of the 
I 
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five doctors ~d as helping persons, two helped students by praising 
their work. Nurses were named eighteen times as helping persons, yet 
only one student described a nurse giving help by expressing approval. 
Since the number of' doctors ~med as helping persons was a:nall, no 
I interpretation can be made. The laok of' such responses in relation to 
nurses suggests, however, that students either do not receive praise 
from the nursing faculty, or do not perce1Te this as an important 
element of' the help they receive from nurses. 
Consideration of tm stu:lents' accounts of' help in relation to 
gaining insight into behavior revealed :aarked differences in the 
perceptions of the help received from doctors and nurses. £s can be 
seen in Table 5, a doctor was described only once as a person who 
helped a student utderstand tm interaction between herself' and her 
patients. In contrast, help wi 1h this aspect was attributed f'req,,ently 
to nurses: there were nine descriptions indicative of' help with self-
understanding; six descriptions indicative of help with understanditg 
'the process of interaction. 
Help toward achieving greater independence in making decisions and 
resolving problems was attributed by one student in herself' and by 
four students to members of the nursing faculty; other helping persons 
were not mentioned in relation to this aspect of help. 
Consideration of the help gi VEil by people in the various ro l~s. 
suggested several other points of interest. First, a head nurse was 
named by one student as a major source of help. This head nurse met 
weekly with the students assigned to her unit for the purpose of ahariDg 
information and discussing problems relevant to the practice situation; 
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I 
I 
the other head nurses did not offer comparable opportunities . Secondly, 
although students worked closely with social workers, they did not 
perceive them as major sources of he l p . The students ' emphasis on the 
doctors' sharing information and knowledge with them, end t heir 
expectation that the students also ~uld share their observations and 
ideas, was mentioned earlier as seeming to indicate a facet of the 
working relationship with doctors to which tl'e se student; s were unaocus-
tomed. 
Help Not Received 
The students were asked to describe instances in which they had 
wanted end not received help. T"M:> stuients from School X said they had 
not experienced wanting and not g~tting help. One student from School Y 
I 
related t"WO instances of needing help. .As a result, the total number 
of experiences described we,s thirteen. Of the twelve students who felt 
they needed more help, eleven had wanted tl'e help from one of the 
nursing faculty and one from a doc tor. 
The situations with which the students wanted help varied. Four 
students, two from each school, qes.cribed having wanted more structure 
in their roles. At the time of the interviews, these students had 
changed their attitudes. In contrast to their former opinions that 
they should be given more answers, codes, end rules, they felt their 
expectations had been unrealistic. A student from School X spoke of 
having wanted similar help; she described feeling lost when the instruo-
I tcr was not available on the ward to help her cope with difficult 
J;r Oblems. This student, also, altered her opinion during the program. 
She said she had learned that if she "really needed help" it was 
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available, and that she appreciated having had the opportunity to have 
to make her own decisions. Another situation, described by a student 
from School Y, also was suggestive of wanting more structure in that 
the student resented having an instructor who was new. This student 
said she l'lld learnad to appreciate the instructor's "position," however, 
had continued to resent not having had the "security," which s:m felt 
an instructor more fQmiliar with the progr~ and hospital would have 
provided. Another stulent from School Y expressed dissatisfaction with. 
the help her group had received in seminar. By t~e end of the program, 
she was somewhat less opposed to the instructor's non ... directive role. 
This seme student related a second situation w.tth which she had wanted 
help; initially she had expected that "all my personality faults would 
be brought out and I'd get all sorts of help on how to change and be 
more outgoing." This extectation was altered dur-ing the experience. 
The student said, "With help I realized that I was the one "llho would have 
to work on it end that there would be no drastic changes. It's something 
you can talk about with someone else, but something you have to do on 
your own." 
Four students related exp:trienees of having wanted help in rela-
tion to supervision. T1VO of these students, one from each schoo 1, said 
that, for various reasons, they had been unable to make or keep appoint-
ments for supervision during the first few weeks of the experience. 
Both expressed feelings of aloneness during this time. They said that 
once they had begun supervision they had ib und the weekly hour adequate 
time. During the period when they were without supervision, the studen~s 
said that they had learned that help 118s available from their instructors. 
I 
~------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------·----
I 
L 
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The other situations in"VVlving suJ;ervision, related by one student from. 
each school, included repeated changes in supervision hours and having 
to share an hour with a classmate. .lt the time of 'the interviews, 
both students felt resentful toward their supervisors and one said she 
felt her supervisor was not interested in her. 
In the situation which related the laCk of help to a doctor, the 
student, who was from School X, explained that he was the therapist of 
four of the patients assigned to her. Although the student felt she 
had gained a better understanding of why it was difficult for the I 
doctor to share his patients, the need for help remained unmet through-
out the experience. 
There •ere no remarkable differences in the kinds of situations 
described by the two groups. Group Y, however, cited a larger number 
of situations than did Group x. All but one of the students who 
experienced wanting more help, bad wanted 1 t from a nurse. A number of 
students' attitooes toward feeling that they needed more help underwent 
considerable change during the experience• There were, however, 
situations in which the students continued to feel a lack of support. 
Two of .these inwlved dissatisfaction 1rl. th supervision; one, the 
leader's non-directiveness in seminar; one, the ne~ss of the instructo~ 
and one, the lack of help from a doctor. Situations which had been 
resolved related largely to having wanted more direction or attention 
from various nursing faculty manbers during the initial weeks of the 
exJ;erience. 
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Satisfying and Dissatisfying Experiences. 
In an attempt to elicit further perceptions of giving and 
receiving help, students were asked to describe the most satisfying 
and the least satisfying experiences they had encountered during the 
psychiatric nursing program. It was thought that feelings of giving 
and receiving help might be an integral part of situations which stu-
dents found rewarding. On the other hand, it was "WOndered whether 
feelings of not giving or not receiving help might be involved in situa-
tions which students found dissatisfying. 
Relationships with patients were named by eleven students as the 
experiences which had yielded maximum satisfaction. Of these eleven 
students, one qualified the naming of the experience with, "But it all 
relates back to the self-understanding I gained." Another student who 
named a patient relationship as the most gratifying experience, put 
great emphasis on the satisfaction provided by her increased self· 
understanding. 
Two students considered their most satisfying experience to be 
that of ''getting to know" themselves. The remaining student was not 
able to focus on any one experience since "the entire experience was 
so rich." She described maqy aspects of the program which had provided 
satisfaction and she placed particular emphasis upon the value of having 
had to assume responsibility for her own progress. Finally, this student 
said, "If I had to nail down one thing, I would say it was the concern 
and caring of the instructors." 
All of the students who named patient relationships as their most 
satisfying experience, emphasized that the progress patients made was 
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an important aspect of the satisfaction. The student who was unabl e to 
name a single si tue.tion, also stressed this factor. Many of the students 
explained that the gains made b,y patients were slight or "not dramatic," 
which seemed to indicate their awareness that behavior changes are made 
I slowly. In describing why the ex{:Etrience had been a good one, all but 
one of these students stressed the value of having learned to understand 
themselves better. The one student who did not specifically say tlllt her 
j self awareness had increased, implied such gains in t~ description of 
her increasing effectiveness in relating to patients. 
Al tmugh some of the students said they had difficulty choosing 
a single experience in terms o~ sa~isfaction, their answers were more 
meaningful and articulate than their answers to the question concerning 
the ways in which they had helped ~tients. It would seem that it was 
easier to focus upon the evaluation of one situation 'than 1x> have to 
I appraise, without an opportunity for advance consideration, 1:.he work 
I done with all of their patients. The students whose responses were just discussed, perceived that 
both the help they were able · to give patients and tl:e understanding 
they gained of themselves, contributed significantly to their satisfac-
tion. In contrast, the two students who found learning to understand 
themselves the most satisfyi~ experience, did not mention the giving 
of help which resulted in patient p~gress. 
It was evident from descriptions given in answer to this question, 
that students did not choose as their most gratifyi~ experience s. ~ ones 
which were devoid of stress. All but one student told of the discomfort 
I they experienced as they worked through the situations. 
I' 
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The types of experien= es which students said afforded them 
minimal satisfaction were more diverse than those described in relation 
II to satisfaction. 
School X was unable to name a dissatisfying experience. 
The situations totaled sixteen. One student from 
One student 
from School X and two students from School Y related two experiences each. 
Nine of the ex peri enoes invo 1 ved patients J however, only seven 
were associated directly with the relationship aspect. In the other two 
si tua tiona the dissatisfaction inw 1 ved the small number of patients 
assigned to a student and the limited amount of time ?4lich could be 
devoted to patient contact. 
Two experiences which were named as sources of dissati~faction 
involved failure to relate successfully: to the students from the other 
school and laok of communication and opportunity to relate t o t~ head 
nurse on one of the units. One student said her most dissatisfying 
I experience was associated with recognizing her own hostili~. I 
Four experiences inwlved academic aspects of the program. One 
student was dissatisfied with the course in· "Community Aspects of 
Psychiatric Nursing" and another with the seminar. Two students from 
School X were dissatisfied with the series of films, all but one of 
llhich they said had been shown in their junior year. 
The distribution of the areas of dissatisfaction was similar for 
the two groups w1 th the exception of ta, criticism of the film series. 
Descriptions of the experiences were reviewed to determine if they-
continued to be a source of dissatisfaction throughout the programJ if 
the students felt they had profited from the experiences; and if the 
aspect of help was inw lved. 
-
I 
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Three students felt they Md worked through the problems involved 
in the situations and, at the time of the interview, no longer found 
them dissatisfying. The student who had wanted more patients said she 
realized that the small number of patients did not detract from her 
opportunity to learn. The student who had been unhappy over the lack 
of time she could sp;~nd with patients, found she could arrange her 
limited time 1x> a good advantage. The student who had been distressed 
to learn that she had hostile feelings which she 'tended to act out, 
felt she had gained "a tremendous ~ount of insight" which enabled her 
to function more effectively. 
Of t~ seven s-tudents who described relationships with patients, 
six attributed their dissatisfaction to their inability to help patients. 
Although each student felt the experience had been useful to her, all of 
them indicated that they had been unable to recognize any value until 
the fourth or fifth week in the program. The seventh student to name 
a patient relationship, related her dissatisfaction to having cared for 
a patient with a similar illness in her home hospital. She said the 
experience had never been totally dissatisfying since it "satisfied mw 
need to be needed." She felt, however, that the experience offered 
limited learning value in that she was "working with the s~e prin-
ciples." Further comments lit\ de by this student suggested that her 
dissatisfaction may have been related to her uncertainty that she was 
helping the patient; "Things "''()Uld seem to be moving ahead and then 
you'd get some clue the. t they weren't.·~ 
The student who was dissatisfied with her abilit,y to relate to 
the students from the other school, felt she had gained some 
I 
I 
I 
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understanding of her reactions to the situation 'Whioh v«>uld be useful 
in future attempts to relate to others. 
According to the descriptions, five of the sixteen situations 
remained largely unsatisfying. Three of the s'bldents who focused on 
classes continued to feel there bad been no gains. Although the student 
who focused on the seminar verbalized some acceptance of the instructor's 
non-directive approach, she continued to feel she had not learned all 
that she "could have learned." The remaining situation which was 
unresolved involved the student vho was dissatisfied with the head 
nurse's non-recognition of the students as part of the team. 
Relationships with patients were described ~ most of the students 
as the experiences which had afforded them the greatest satisfaction. 
Prominent in these experiences was the improvement of patients in rela-
I tion to the help given them by students. Also common to the experiences, 
were the students' descriptions of the initial stress inw lved and the 
belief that they had developed greater insight into their o~ b~havior. 
The kinds of situations described as dissatisfying were more 
diverse than those }roviding satisfaction. The greatest number of them, 
however, concerned relationships with patients. The element coiDIOOn to 
these experiences was the students' inabili~ to help patients. The 
next largest number was concerned with various courses in the program. 
lA few of the situations described as dissatisfying had been completely 
resolved by the end of the program. Most of the students who cited 
patient relationships, progressed to appreciating the learning value I inherent in the relationship; and, as a general rule, were better able 
• to assess realistioal~ the patients' inability to utilize help. When 
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the situations involved dissatisfaction with course content ~ student s 
seldom expressed appreciation of gains in learning. 
Differences in Help Received in P~ohiatric Nursing and Other Clinical 
EXperiences 
The students were asked what the differences were in the help 
they bad received during the p~chiatric nursing experience and the 
help they had received in other clinical experiences. The responses 
to this question appear in Appendix E. 
All of the students indicated that there were differences in the 
help received during the p~ehiatric nursing experience and the help 
received in other clinical experiences. In addition, all of the 
students conveyed positive feelings toward the help received in the 
p~chiatric experience. Consideration of the responses revealed that 
the differences involved three major aspects of help received during 
the psychiatric program. Most of tle students felt there was a much 
greater emphasis upon helping them understand themselves in relation 
to their patients than they had experienced in otmr clinical areas. 
The expectation that they were to arrive at their own decisions and 
answers was described by more than half of the students as a way in which 
help differed in the psychiatric experience. The third major aspect of 
help ~ioh was expressed by the students was the consistent and indivi-
dual interest shown them by helping persons. All of these differences 
were aspects ot help which the students had described also in their 
answers to the question asking for ways in which ihey had received help. 
It was interesting that, in relation to this question, when students 
referred to persons who were responsible for helping the.m, they 
J 
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consistently named supervisors or instructors. 
Help in other clinical areas was generally seen as more concrete 
and specific than that given during the psychiatric nursing experience. 
Some students explained this dii'ferenc.e on the basis that answers could 
not be given in psychiatry• t~t in general nursing the giving of 
answers was necessary in terms of safety and logical in terms of 
answers being available. 
I. number of students explained that the emphasis upon umerstand-
ing interpersonal processes ani upon functioning without direct super-
vision were compatible with psychiatric nursing and not with other 
clinical experiences. Some students, however, indicated disapproval 
that these aspects were not upheld in all clinical areas. In addition, 
a number of students indicated criticism of the amount of stress which, 
in former experiences, had been placed upon the technical and procedural 
aspects of oaring for physically ill patients. 
The greater interest which helping persons showed students during 
the psychiatric nursing experience was described by a numbex- of atudents. 
Several students specifically said that in other clinical experiences 
the teachers' interest tended '00 be upon the patient or upon the worlc 
done by the student;. During the psychiatric experience they felt that 
the focus shifted to one of interest upon the student as she worked 
with the patient. Some students felt the differences in focus were 
natural outcomes of psychiatric and general nursing. Others, however, 
indicated that individual interest would be advantageous in helping the 
student give more effective patient care in all areas of nursing . 
-... ss-
Meanir:g of Psychiatric Nursing to Individual Students 
With the expectation that their answers might reveal positive 
or negative feelings about the giving and receiving of help, the 
students were asked to explain .what psychiatric nursing meant to 
them. Students answered the question in a variety of ways. Some told 
why they would or would not choose to work in psychiatty • Ota, r stu-
dents answered the question in terms of what the psychiatric nursing 
experience had meant to them in relation to satisfaction, growth, and 
future use. Several students expressed their views upon the uncertain 
status of psychiatric nursing. A few students chose to describe the 
kind of person the psychiatric nurse should be. Some of the students 
described the psychiatric nurse's roles am f'umtions. A number of 
students described psychiatric nursing in relation to the neoessi ty to 
understand behavior and interpersonal relationships. Students' long 
pauses, grimaces, false starts, and admitted difficulty in answering 
the question clearly indicated the struggle they had in formulating the I meaning of' psychiatric nursing. Much of the information given was not 
pertine11t to the problem being stUdied. The information which was 
pertinent is relative to the discussion concerning the students 1 choices 
I 
of fields of nursing after graduation, and will be included here . 
Career Choices in Nursing 
The final question in the interview asked students what field of 
1 nursing they expected to enter after graduating. They were asked to 
give reasons for their choices; and if psychiatric nursing was not a 
choice, to explain why. Since students from School Y were juniors. 
'-
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their choices were limited to experiences in pediatrics, obstetrics, 
medicine and surgery, and psychiatry. Some of these students anticipated 
liking public health nursing and several were looking forward to an 
opportunity to re-evaluate their feelings toward medical-surgical 
nursing during the senior year assignment. Although the students 
from School X had only a few months more of school, most of them were 
still undecided abotit actual plans. 
Since much of the inform,.tion students gave in answer to this 
I question was not significant to the study, it has not been presented 
for discussion. The question was asked to see if students' stated 
reasons for choosing a field of nursi~ included any informati on per-
tinent to help. 
I. total of five students thought they would work in psychiatry 
after graduation. Two students were from School Y and three from 
School X. Two of the students from School X expressed dislike for 
nursing which involved physical care. Although 'the reasons given for 
choosing psychiatric nursing were numerous, all students felt challenged 
by it and found it gratifying to be able to help patients through the 
use of interpersonal skills. One of tll,ese stooent s, who was from 
School Y, said that she might not follow through on her plan to go into 
psychiatry. She thought she might choose medical-surgical nursing 
since it would satisfy her "need to be .needed 11 and, at the same time, 
provide her more comfort. She said that sometin!ls psychiatric nursing 
frightened her; she had to look. so deeply at herself. She felt the 
"structure" in medical-surgical nursing would protect her from this. 
In addition, this student explained that general nursing was what she 
I 
tl 
-
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had always envisioned nursing to be. 
Among the students who said they did not plan to do psychiatric 
nursing, only one gave the reason of continued apprehension of mental~ 
ill patients. Although she understood "intellectually" that very few 
patients were actually dangerous, she continued to have "all sorts of 
fantasies." The rejection of psychiatric nursing as a career by three 
of the students involved the long ter.m nature ·of mental illness. All 
said they found this depressing. One of these students explained that 
she had always disliked oaring for patients with long term illnesses. 
Another said tha+. h~r preference for general hospital nursing was 
related to the "busy work and relatively quick recovery rate" which 
kept her from being depressed. Two students said they did not have 
the "right personality'' for psychiatric nursing. One of these students 
felt the psychiatric nurse had to be able "to stand discouragement;" 
the other felt the psychiatric nurse should be more outgoing than she 
was and possess greater self-awareness. 
Five students related either part or all of their reluctance to 
do psychiatric nursing to the difference in the way they had worke4 aa 
students and their ideas of the way they would have to function as 
graduate nurses. They expressed interest in doing psychiatric nursing, 
if they could work intensively with patients as they had been doing; 
they felt, however, that there were few hospitals in which this was 
permitted or possible. Some students referred to the shortage of nurses 
in the large sta+.e hospitals where the nurse was, by necessity, an 
administrator. Two students said they had been " spoiled by the ideal-
ness" of their student experience. One student concluded from her 
I 
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observation of graduate nurses in tb:l field agency, that opportunities 
to work closely with patients were not available even there, unless one 
were a student. 
One student said file did not feel that the role of the psychiatric 
nurse was established; that psychiatric nursing needed a "lot of talking 
up before it can be an accepted field of nursing." In the general 
hospital the nurse's role, which she saw as "established," represented 
the stereotype of the nurse with which she ' was comfortable. 
At the end of the psychiatric nursing experience, five stooents 
anticipated working in the field of psychiatry following graduation. 
This proportionately large number may support the evidence tblt a high 
proportion of students "who ~ve had their experience in small psychia-
tric units or in mental institutions which are intensive research and 
treatment centers, are likely to choose P5,YOhiatrio nursiDg as a 
career. 112 On the other hand, it must be taken into oo nsideration that 
students from School Y had not had experience in all of the clinical 
areas. The students' decisions also may have been colored by their 
ourrent inw lvement in the psyc hia trio program and their relwtance io 
terminate a grati~ing experience. 
The nine students who expected to W>rk in other fields gave 
various reasons for not choosing psychiatry. Among these reasons were 
fear of the patients, the long term nature of mental illness, and the 
limited opportunities which students felt were available for intensive 
work with patients. The latter encompassed the shortage of nurses in 
2 
'lbee, PP• 179-180. 
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p~chiatr,y, concern over the psychiatric nurse's role, and doubt that 
psychiatry was an accepted field of nursing. From students who did 
and did not plan to enter p~chiatry, came expression of concern over 
the amunt of self•understanding necessary u, <b effective psychiatric 
nursing. 
The students' feelings about long term patients were compatible 
with Long's :f1ndings that students characteristically have unfavorable 
attitudes toward oaring for chronically ill patients.3 Doubts about 
ps.ycbiatric nursing being an approved field of nursing and expressions 
of being more co~ortable in the established role of the general 
hospital nurse are compatible with the suggestion referred to earlier; 
that students who choose nursing are attracted by a "public image of 
4 
nursing" which th~ do not find in the mental hospital. It was 
interesting, however, that most of the students in this group did 
express attraction to their role as students in the psychiatric nursing 
experience; the lack of attraction for most of them seemed to be related 
to what they felt was the role of the graduate nurse in ps.ychiatry. It 
was obvious that they did not see for themselves as graduates, the same 
opportunities to help patients that they had experienced as students. I 
One would wonder, too, if the expressed concern over the extent of self-
underatanding necessary for psychiatric nursing, were not indicative of 
the students' doubts about the availability of help to graduate nurses 
in relation to nurse-patient interactions. 
3Long cited by Albee, PP• 177-178. 
4 Albee, P• 179. 
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CHAP.rER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENI).ATIOJIS 
Summary 
This study has been concerned with exploring the peroep~ions of 
nursing students in relation to the help they gave patients and the help 
they received during their peuohiatric nursing experience. · Numerous 
studies have dealt with the attitudes of students toward mental illness 
and the psychiatric nursing experience. No literature, however, was 
found which was concerned directly with students• feelings toward the 
giving and receiving of help. It was felt that the attitudes of studehts 
I toward the help they give psychiatric patients have implications for 
their future competency in coping with 'tne emotional components of any 
illness. In addition, it was felt that students' perceptions of their 
ability to help mentally ill patients influence the rejection or accep-
tance of psychiatric nursing as a care• r· It was believed, therefore, 
that more should be known about help-giving and receiving. The purpose 
of this study was to obtain information useful in evaluating the learning 
experiences afforded in the pSfohiatric nursing experience and of 
potential value in the formulation of concepts of help. 
Fourteen students from two collegiate schools of nursing 
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participated in the study. , The schools were referred to as Schools X 
andY. School Y had an arrangement with School X for a transfer of 
I course credit for the course in psychiatric nursing. The field agency 
was a small, state mental hospital. An interview schedule, constructed 
to elicit perceptions of help-giving and receiving, was administered 
during the last eight days of the psychiatric nursing experience. Data 
were analyzed according to the entire group and according to one group 
in relation to the other. 
Help was given to patients most frequently in relation to gaining 
understanding of their feelings and behavior, developing trust, gaining 
self-esteem, and coping with reali~ issues. Other perceptions of help-
giving included the alleviation and prevention of anxiety, and the 
development of independence. The students ~st frequently received 
help in relation to developing self-awareness and insight into inter-
actions. The next most frequently perceived help, concerned the oaring 
or esteem shown the students by the nursing faculty and doctors. Other 
perceptions of help werea assistance toward increasing knowledge of 
and independence in nursing practice, approval from others, and aware-
ness that they could rely upon others. 
The students gave a total of thirty responses indicating persons 
who had been their chief sources of help. Nursing faculty were named 
seventeen times; doctors, five; patients, five; classmates, one; and a 
head nurse, one. One student named herself. Students were asked to 
rank their sources of help according to importance; a majority of the 
first choice responses referred to nursing facult,y. There were simi-
larities and differences in the aspects of the experience with which 
fF=r=========================~,=== 
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students received help from people representing various roles. In 
addition, there was evidence that the manner in Which help was received 
with individual aspects of the experience, varied according to the role 
of the helping person. 
Eleven of the twelve students who experienced wanting and not 
receiving help, indicated that they had wanted the help from their 
supervisors or instructors. In slightly more than half of the situa-
tions described, the students gave evidence of initial discomfort in 
response to nursing situations and teaching methods which were not 
compatible with fonn.er experiences in nursing. .All but one of these 
students indicated acceptance and satisfaction with the role of the 
student in pB,Ychiatric nursing and with the non-directive teaching 
method. Four students described having wanted help in relation to 
supervision: half of these students developed positive feelings toward 
the help they received from their supervisors. 
Nurse-patient relationships were the experiences ~ich afforded 
eleven of the students maximum satisfaction during the psychiatric 
nursing experience. Awareness of increased self-understanding and 
awareness of patient progress in response to the nurse's help, were 
factors which consistently contributed to the satisfaction derived 
from the relationships. 
A variety of experiences afforded students minimal satisfaction. 
Of the sixteen experiences described, however, seven concerned nurse-
patient relationships. The students consistently expressed feelings 
of being unable to help the patients involved in these relationships. 
All of the students, however, indicated that they had learned to 
I 
I 
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appreciate the therapeutic value of maintaining the commitments they had 
made to patients. Six of the seven students expressed recognition of 
the learning opportunities which the relationships offer~d. Four stu-
dents expressed dissatisfaction with academic aspects of the program. 
Their attitudes toward the various courses, remained essentially 
unchanged throughout the program. There was evidence that 'three of the 
remaining situations which initially were perceived as dissatisfying, 
were resolved during the psychiatric nursing experience. In two in-
stances, however, which involved failure to relate positively to persons 
other than patients, neither sill dent resolved the difficulties in the 
relationships, and only one of the students felt satisfied that the 
experience had offered learning value. 
Total interview schedules, as well as responses concerned speci-
fically with help-giving and help~receivir.g, indicated that the students 
from School X were somewhat more articulate and able to conceptualize 
than were the students from School Y. These differences may have 
resulted from numerous factors, some of which were the differences in 
the ages, the educational backgrounds, and the number of adjustments 
demanded of the two groups. The findings indicated no marked differences 
in the kinds of situations Which the two groups had found most and least 
satisfying. Similarly, the findings did not indicate noteworthy dif-
ferences in the kinds of situations with which the students felt they 
hid rooi1Ted insufficient help. The students in both groups named 
similar persons as their chief sources of help. 
Collectively, the descriptions of help given tended to be similar 
to the descriptions of help received. Descriptions of help received, 
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however, were expressed more articulately than were descriptions of help 
given. Considered individualq, the students tended to have given help 
with aspects of patients' problems Which were comparable to aspects of 
their own experience with which they tad received help. This, however, 
was not consistently true a in some instances help given with an aspect 
of the patient's problem was not described as an aspect with which help 
had been received,; in other instances, the students did not describe 
having given help wi'th an aspect comparable to 'that with which they 
described having received help. 
The students perceived three major di!'fere~ es in the help they had 
received in the psychiatric nursing experience and in other clinical 
experiences. These weres the greater emphasis upon helping them under-
stand themselves in relation to their patients; the expectation that they 
arrive at their own decisions and answers; and· the consistent and indi-
vidual interest shown them by the nursing faculty. 
Five students anticipated working in psychiatric nursiDg after 
graduation. The nine who planned to go into other fields gave these 
reasons for not choosing ps,yOhiatric nursingt apprehension of mental~ 
ill patients; the long-term nature of mental illness; and the limited 
opportunities which they felt were available for intensi-ye work with 
patients. The latter encompassed the shortage of nurses in ps,ychiatry, 
concern over the role of the psychiatric nurse, and doubt that p~chiatry 
was an accepted field of nursing. From students who did am did not 
plen to enter psychiatry, came expression of concern over the amount of 
sel!'-understanditll: necessary to do effective psychiatric nursing. 
Research findings have suggested that psychiatric nursing activities 
I 
I 
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do not fulfill the usual image of nursing activities.1 This group of 
students, however, expressed attraction to their role in the student 
psychiatric nursing experience; the lack of attraction for them seemed 
to be related to what they felt was the role of the graduate nurse in 
psychiatry. 
Cone lusions 
It was concluded that: 
1. Although the students gave help to patients in ways 
which tended to be similar to the ways in which they 
themselves received help, they found help-received 
easier to describe than help-given. They seldom 
were able to see a relationship between teacher• 
student help and student-patient help. 
2. Nursing faculty members were identified as the 
students' major source of assistance. 
3. Nurse-patient relationships were the greatest 
source of satisfaction to a majority of the 
students; a source of the greatest dissatisfaction 
to half of the students. Feelings of being able 
to help patients were related to the satisfaction 
which students experienced in their work with 
patients. 
Recommendations 
1. There is a need for continued investigation of 
the perceptions of students concerning the help 
they give and receive during the psychiatric 
nursing experience. The scheduling of interviews 
a few weeks after the students have begun the 
experience, followed ~ interviews at the end of 
the experience, would provide more accurate 
information concerning changes in perceptions. 
The tool needs revision in order to elicit more 
precise information, and information concerning 
nursing practice situations. The latter would 
be useful in the for-mulation of concepts of help. 
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2. Findings in this study support the need to 
investigate the elements involved in the students' 
identification with nursing instructors and super-
visors, as well as a need to study the nature of 
the help received from nurses in the two roles. 
3. The findings in this study also indicate a need 
to study the perceptions of nursing students 
concerning the role and functions of the graduate 
nurse in psychiatry. 
4. A study of patients' perceptions of the help they 
need and the help they receive from nursing students 
would provide information useful in formulating 
concepts of help and in assisting students and other 
nursing personnel to evaluate the help th~ offer 
patienta. 
~PENDIX A 
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APPENDIX A 
Psychiatric Nursing Course Description 
Credit - 6 semester hours 
Summary ot Instruction and Clinical Practice 
Orientation••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Faychiatr,y •••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Supervision••• • ••••••••••••• • •• • •••••••••• 
Community Aspects of Ps,ychiatric Nursing •• 
Psychiatric Nursing Seminar••••••••••••••• 
Psychiatric Nursing••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clinical Practice 15 - 20 hours per week. 
Overview 
8 hours 
16 hours 
8 hours 
8 hours 
16 hours 
40 hours 
The students are assigned to a therapeutic team composed 
of a doctor. nursing student. and social worker. The 
students acquire patients as they are admitted. The 
pltients are carried through to their discharge from 
the hospital. or to the students' termination of the 
psychiatric nursing experience. In addition. students 
may be assigned patients carried by students in the 
previous group. These patients are the focus of the 
students' learning. From her group ot patients (usual~ 
no larger than four), the student chooses one patient 
with whom she works intensively under individual 
supervision. 
Course Objectives 
1. To participate with the psychiatric team in 
diagnostic and treatment formulation. 
2. To experience the phases of an intensive 
nursing relationship. 
3. To explore 1he role of the nurse in milieu 
therapy. 
4. To develop an appreciation of the trends in 
psychiatric nursing. 
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APPENDil B 
School X - Typical Curriculum Plan for School Years 
Semester I Semester II 
First Year 
Semester Hours Semester Hours 
Freshman Composition 
Principles of Sociology 
H1.m1an Ecology 
Orientation to College 
Introduction to Nursing 
Fundamentals of Nursing 
Physical Education 
Second Year 
Introduction to Lite ra-
ture 
Mindt Psychological 
Orientation 
Child Growth and 
Deve lo pnen t 
Human Ecology 
Interpersonal Relati on-
ships in Nursing 
Third Year 
Maternal and ealth Child H 
hie.-Introduction to Psyc 
trio Nursing 
Community Health 
Introduction to MOde rn 
Government 
Nursing in Emergency and 
Disaster 
Fourth Year 
Psychiatric Nursing 
Senior Medioal-Surgi cal 
Nursing 
Principles of Admini s-
tration 
Nursing Studies 
Senior Conference 
Elective 
3 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
i 
3 
3 
3 
4 
1 
10 
1 
3 
3 
1 
6 
4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
Freshman Composition 
Principles of Sociology 
Human Ecology 
Orientation to College 
Fundamentals of Nursi ng 
Physical Education 
Introduction to Litera-
ture 
Genetic Psychology 
Nutrition 
Fundamental of Nursing 
Human Ecology 
Interpersonal Relation-
ships in Nursing 
Medical-Surgical Nursing 
Introduction to Psyohia-
trio Nursing 
Introduction "tD Modern 
Government 
Elective 
Public Health Nursing 
Community Nursing 
long -term. Illness 
Honors Proj eot 
Senior Conference 
3 
3 
4 
1 
5 
i 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
1 
12 
1 
3 
2 
6 
3 
3 
2 
1 
, 
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Schoo 1 Y - Typical Curriculum Plan 
Freshman Year Credits The Summer Session Credits 
Sem. I Sem. II (8 weeks) 
Freshman English 3 3 Fundamentals of Nursing 3 
Chemistry 4 4 Nutrition end Food 
HUIIIIln Anatoii\Y' and Preparation 3 
Plzy'siology 3 3 Microbiology 
Speech 3 •• 
Introduction to 
Nur sing 2 4 
Psychology .. 3 
Physical Education (1) (1) 
Sophomore Year 
Sociology 3 •• 
Medical and Surgical 
Nursing 9 9 
Electives •• 6 
Junior Year Credits The Summer Session Credits 
(6 weeks) 
Ma ternal-Chil~ 
Nursing 10 English 6 
P~ohiatrio Nursing 6 Approved Elective 3 
Tuberculosis Nursing 2 
Child Growth and 
Development 3 
Senior Year 
Principles of Public 
Heal1:h a 
PUblic Health Nursing 4 
Analysis of Selective 
Nursing Situations 4 
English . 3 
Survey of Contanporary 
Nursing 2 
Social Science 3 
Approved Electives 9 
' I 
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.iPPENDIX C 
.Age: 
Schools 
1. ~t has been the most satisfying experience you've had during your 
psychiatric nursing experience? 
2. What was the least satisfying experience you've had during this 
. program? 
3. In whe.t ways have you helped your patients? How did you feel when 
you were not able to help them? 
4. a. Who would you say gave you the most help during this 
experience? In what ways did (student's response) help? 
b. lfho would you put next in line for giving you help. Tell 
me some of the ways (student's response) helped? 
5 • Te 11 me about the times when you felt you needed help and didn't 
get it. 
6. What are the differences in the help you received during the psychi-
atric nursing experience and the help you get in other clinical 
experiences. 
7. What does psychiatric nursing mean to you? 
8. a. What field of nursing do you plan to go into after you 
graduate? 
What are some of your reasons for choosing (student's 
response) nursing? 
b. What is your second choice of' a field of nursing? 
~t are some of your reasons for choosing this field? 
o. (Asked if student did not plan to do p~chiatric nursing) 
ould you tell me your reasons for not choosing psychiatric 
nursing? 
APPENDIX D 
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~PPEHDIX D 
Help:Giving Responses 
====================================·· ·· · 
School 
X 
1. Developing trust 
The patients oan take their negative feelinga out on you because they'Te established 
close relationships with you. 
I 
A patient learns to ~"18 a certain amount of trust in _you. Therefore, he is able to I 
talk about some of the 'things that are bo~ring him, and look at them. 
The most important way I be lped him was through the developme:c:t of trust. He was very 
suspicious. I knew he was beginning to trust me when he oonfided in me without worry-
ing whether I would judge him. 
He trusted me enough w tell me some of his problems. 
Through the trust he developed in me 1 I was able 'b:> help him see t~ t his therapist 
also oared about him. 
She has no friends. Finally, she learned to trust me enough 'to form a positi'Ve 
relationship w1 th someone her own age. 
He learmd to trust me enough to talk wi"th me, and tell me some of his feelings. 
I helped a oo uple of patients develop enough trust to be able to share their feelings 
with me. 
He was able to trust me enough 'b:> talk and joke with me. He has never related 
positively to a woman before this. 
Through a close relationship with me, he was able to overcome some of his fear and 
distrust of peo·ple and I was able 'to help him with s:>me of hia basic fears. 
School 
y 
X 
y 
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1. Developing trust (cont.) 
She formed a relationship with me in which she trusted ms enough to talk easily with 
me. She can •t do this with her therapist. 
By comi~ back to see him even when he had rejected me, I showed him he could trust me • 
• • • 
2. Gaining self-esteem 
They have gained an understanding that someone in the world does care. 
They have known there is someone they oan go and talk to--a nurse who is theirs. 
I've helped by being a nurse who was theirs--someone specific who was theirs. 
I think all of the help came baok to knowing that someone oared. 
I showed them I oared by setting limits when the.y were testing me. 
I let them know I oared enough to work with them even when they manipulated or 
rejected me. 
I think I helped him by oaring enough to stick around llhen everyone else gave up. 
I think she knows she is important to me and that this gives her confidence to move 
out into the group--to feel that others might care about her, too. 
I think it has been helpful for her to have someone whom she felt was on her side. 
I showed my patients tmt I eared about them. I listened to them and I aooepted them 
as they were. This made them feel they counted. 
--
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y 
X 
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2. Gaining self-esteem {cont.) 
I showed her _that I cared. She really needed to know someone cared about her. 
I've shown them that I personally care about them • 
• • • 
3. Alleviating or preventing anxiety 
When they needed someone in talk to. I was there. I helped by bei~ a kind of sound-
ing board. 
I made it easier tor her to adjust to tm hospital by helping her get used to the 
routine and to the people. 
I supported a new patient 'by be~ there when she needed me and by showing her a:round 
and helping her to get organized • 
••• 
4. Coping with reality issues 
By questioning what patients have said. I've helped them see what is real. 
:when he wanted to leave "the hospital. I helped him see wey he wasn •t ready am why he 
had been hospitalized. 
I •ve helped tb3m by dealing wHh reali ty--wi. th the here and now; not with what made 
them sio)!. 
School 
X 
y 
X 
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4. Coping with reality issues (cont.) 
I helped· by pulling 11\Y patients back to tie ground--by sorting out what was real and 
what was phantasy. 
I've helped them deal realistically with problems they have everyday and with their 
perceptions of what is going on around them. 
I was a link with reality. I made them do . a lot of reality testiDg. 
I've given her reassurance by citing instances from her past when She did do well. 
I've helped her see realistically what her family was trying to do for her. Then. she 
was able to accept some of their help. 
By setting consistent limits, I •ve helped him control his behavior--his behav.l.or was 
quite inappropriate. 
I've set limits with some of my patients in order to show them that in life there are 
certain realistic limits. 
• •• 
5. Gaining understandi~ of feelings ani behavior 
I •ve helped him un:lerstand what he is doing when he takes his feelings out on me. 
I've encouraged her to talk about how she felt about going home. 
Being a listener has been helpful; th~ really get down to what is botheriDg them. 
I used her jealousy toward me to help her see how badly she wanbed the same things I had 
done (school, etc.) and to look at Why she couldn't motivate herself to accomplish some 
of the sane thi~•· -
----.r-
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5. Gaining understanding of feelings and behavior (cont.) 
I encouraged one of m:1 patients to talk about end recognize his hostile feelings. 
l've helped him understand how he manipulates other people. 
I'm trying to help her look at her feelings. 
I've helped my patients see that it is all right to have negative feelings and that 
they can be used. 
I made m:1 patients think about their feelings even though it made them tmoomfortable. 
One c£ her problems is not being able to express J:sr feelings. I •ve supported her in 
talking a bout how sl:s feels. 
I've been able to help some of my patients understand their feelings. 
We have discussed a lot of her feelings. 
I've helped her recognize and understand some of her true feelings toward her mother 
and her past. 
• •• 
6. Developing independence 
With help, she was able 1D make a few realistic plans about what she could do when 
she went home. 
By talking with my long-term patient, I think I helped her realize a way to work through 
some of her problems on a day-by-day basis. 
He no longer blames eve~thing that happens to him on someone else. 
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~crool 6. ilevelopinc 1ndepender.ca (cont.) 
--...·- - - ---··-
.X ! hol~d hor ecs~c ~dult resx;onuibilit;.r Jcr ~ld.ng her c:r.m plnno obo':!t eotivititH.> , 
c.;c'h o.& r oiug \4;.. e!tld"t:h Qu\i oacupctiuual thc:a't.!.7J• 
~he has bocun to e.sk wr:y t:!~e .docs thinga; tt> criUeully nnnly~e lter•,clf • nnd to look 
t.tt herr.ol.f to !lee Y<hLt :ii•c doetll. rnt.hur then bln.r-".(1 av<Jrythir.ot: on ao:1oono eh;o. 
y I have hCJlped by te&chinr, r.or c lot about cnrint; for hE<r Mbicu. 
-----
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APPENDIX E 
Belp:Reoeived Responses 
Aspect of Students' Experience 
1. Trusting 
2. Recognizing esteem of 
others 
Helping Person 
Supervisor-
instructor 
Supervisor 
Supervisor-
instructor 
Head nurse 
• • • 
Supervisor• 
instructor 
Doctors 
Supervisor 
Help-Receiving Response 
I always felt I eo uld talk to her about 
a:eything, not just about my patients. 
I felt I could share my feelings and 
problems with her better than I could 
with the group in seminar. 
She nede you feel you could always look 
to her for help. 
Since I felt close 'to her it was easier 
for me 1D talk to her than to the 
instructor • 
She smws she is interested in the 
student herself; just as interested in 
the student. as in the 'K> rk the student 
is doing in the hospital. 
They appear interested in you. 
Her role was supportive; she sort of 
helped you over the rough spots. She 
helped you too {as did the instructor) to 
loof, but in a kind of gentler way whio~ 
I t mnk___~_ was something I needed. 

School 
y 
X 
X 
y 
Aspect of Students Experience 
2. Recognizing esteem of 
others (cont.) 
3. Reoei ving approval 
4. Recognizing reality 
X 5. Gaining understandir.g 
into: 
a. self 
- -eo-
Helping Person 
Supervisor 
Instructor 
Doctors 
Supervisor 
Doctor 
Self 
Supervisor 
Supervisor-
instructor 
Instructor 
Help-ReceiviDg Responses 
She showed me she oared and was con-
cerned about me. 
She aroused a lot of warm feelings that 
kept me going. You knew she was con-
cerned about you; she set good limits. 
They praise you wren they think you've 
done well. 
She sometirr~s told me I had done some-
thing well. 
He kept telling me what a §>Od job I was 
doing. 
I had to recognize the unreality of the 
promis.es I had made to my (parent who 
died). 
She helped me recognize reality in 
situations which involved my feelings 
toward patients' problems, toward her, 
my classmates, and the staff. 
She helped me hash out a lot of rrry 
feelings. 
She makes you look at what you're doing 
as you go along. 
School Aspect of Stooants' Experieme 
X 5. Gaining understanding 
y 
X 
into a (oont.) 
a. self (oont.) 
b. relationships with 
others 
- -81-
Helping Person 
Supervisor 
Patients 
Supervisor 
Supervisor 
Supervisor-
Head nurse 
Supervisor 
Supervisor 
Students 
Help-Receiving Response 
She makes you look at what you're 
doing. 
~ exposing themselves to me they made 
me understand better where my defenses 
were beading me unless I learned to 
understand ~self better. 
She gave me help with some of my own 
problems. 
She arranged for me to get help from 
someone who oould help me look at what 
I was doing. 
She helped by her ability to help you 
see yourself. 
She could help me understand myself. 
She helped me understand why I aoted 
as I did. 
She has helped me with my patient 
relationship by helping me see what 
I've done ani why I react as I do. 
They made ns realize my part in letting 
the group set me up as scapegoat. 
Sobool Aspect of Students' Experience 
X 5. Gaining understanding 
y 
into: (oont.) 
b. relationships with 
others (cont.) 
-82- -- -
Helping Person 
Patient 
Supervisor 
Instructor 
Patient 
Dootorb 
(Chief of 
service) 
Dootorb 
Help-Receiving Response 
He would call my attention to the fact 
tla t I was doing the same thing I had 
just told him he -was doing. I realized 
I was using tile same defenses he did. 
She helped me to take a good look at 
myself--not just in tha hospital situa-
tion, but at bow I set up tl:e same 
situations here that I did at home. 
She helped me 'WOrk out a lot of s1 tua-
tions with my patients 'Which are all 
tied up with what I am and how I feel. 
Working w:t th him helped me examine my 
I was quiet; we were both quiet and I 
had to understand wey I was, and how I 
reacted, before I oould help him. 
He was a tremendous help -.hm I took 
several problems to him involving 
patients. He helped me see my !*rt in 
the relationships. 
He has beEil a big help in examining my 
own feelings so I could use them in 
110 rkit€ w.1. th patients. 
~esponses given by one student 
School _.spect of Students ' Experience 
Y 5. Gaining underetaoiing 
X 
y 
into a (cont.) 
b. relationships with 
others (cont.) 
6. Gaining understanding 
of: 
a. behavior of patients 
••. -sa--· # 
Helping Person 
Head nurse 
Head nurse 
••• 
Supervisor 
Supervisor 
Doctor 
Doctor 
Supervisor 
-------------------------------
Help-Receiving Response 
She helped by asking some questions that 
made me think about why I was blocking 
my instructor. 
In group meetings slw helped us look at 
problems we were having with the staff • 
She helped me understand a lot of m::1 
patients' reactions. She taught me 
more about the dynamics of behavior 
than anyone else did. 
She helped me uoierstand some of the 
behavior of m::~ patients--behavior I 
hadn't really been able to understand. 
Be helped me understand the behavior 
of some of m::~ patients. 
He D:llped me understam the behavior 
of some of ll\1 patients. 
She helped interpret my patients' 
reactions. 
I 
' 
-·e.4- -
' -
School Aspect of Students' Experience Helping Person Help-Receiving Response 
y 6. Gaining understanding 
of: (cont.) 
a. behavior of 
patients (cont.) Head nurse In group she 1D ld us 'What was going on 
with various patients who were not 
assigned to us. This gave us insight 
into what was going on on the ward. 
y b. mental illness Patient By w:> rking with her I saw what was 
in~lved in being mentally ill. 
Doctor He taught me how he makes a diagnosis 
and how he works with various patients. 
Patient Working with him clarified the concept 
of mental illness as a disease. · 
X c. Nurse • s ro le and Doctor He suggested ways you could work with 
functions patient•• 
Supervisor She gave me some very oonorete sugges• 
tiona in terms of planning for one or 
twJ of !1\Y patients when I 118.8 realq 
confused about how to w:> rk with them. 
y Patient By wo rlcing with him, I understood the 
role of a psychiatric nurse a little 
better. 
Doctor He suggested areas that might need 
discussion in !1\Y role as a nurse. 
School Mpect of Students' Experience 
Y 6. Gaining understanding 
X 
y 
X 
of: (cont.) 
c. Nurse i1 role and 
functions (cont.) 
d. Team co:m ept 
7. Increasing independence 
' -85- ··- -
Helping Perm n 
Instructor 
Doctorsc 
Doctorc 
Doctors 
Doctor 
Doctor 
• • • 
Self 
·Help-Receiving Response 
She acted as a model of a psychiatric 
nurse for me. 
The cbctors consider you a p.rt of the 
triangle: doctor-patient-nurse. For 
once, you are made to feel important. 
They're open to suggestion. . In a 
general hospital you wouldn't dare say 
much to the doctors about how you would 
do something. 
By sharing, they made you realize that 
everything was important. They showed 
you that eharing was the only way you 
could work to help patients; you cer-
tainly ex> uldn' t work alone. 
The fact tl-. t I had a very giving 
doctor played an important pe.rt in 
the experience. 
He shared knowledge he had of patient• 
progress • 
I used to blame otbars. I had to look 
cResponses gi'Ven by one student 
School 
X 
y 
Aspect of Students' Experience 
1. Increasing independence 
(cont.) 
~ -ee ... ~ -
Helping Person 
Self (cont.) 
Supervisor 
Instruc'tx>r 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Supervisor-
instructor 
Help-Receiving Response 
at the reali'W of situation&J I saw that 
I had been shirking responsibility 
the. t was mine. 
She never 'tx> ld you what to do J through 
tl:e process of discussing D\Y reactions 
to my patients~ the answers I needed 
evolved. 
She made me work at the way I was doing 
things. She wouldn't give me the 
answers. 
She helped us to work better with our 
patients. 
The school and city were new 'tx> us. She 
didn't spoon feed us; she let us work 
things out for ourselves for a while. 
She kind of prodded you to think:. She 
didn't come right out ani tell you in 
think, but you did. 
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.lPPENDIX F 
Di'fi'erenees in Help-Received 
Responses to Question 6 a What are the differences in the help you 
received during tm psychiatric nursing 
experience and the help you get in other 
clinical experiences? 
School X 
In other clinical experiences you might run into one instructor who 
was interested in you and the next instructor would be interested in your 
work; while here, all of the teachers are interested in the student. 
The emphasis as I see it in other clinical areas is "don't hesitate 
to come to me right away if you have questions • 11 Here you are encouraged 11 
to save your questions and take them to supervision; supervision is the 
place to discuss and work them out. I've known all along, though, that 
immediate help was available, if I needed it. This way of vorking made 
me feel more indepement than I've felt in other clinical experiences. 
The help in other clinical experiences was in learning theory and 
manual skills from the instructors. In general, the help was more con-
crete and specific. ·The help here was very different in that no one ever 
told you how or why -tn do something. They mostly helped you see why you 
do the things you do. Another difference is that in the other experiences 
the instructors give the theory ani work with you on the ward. In psychi-
atry, the actual theory isn't given by the instructors; thil naturally 
changes your relationship with than. Although you go into psychiatry with 
a certain anount of knowledge, your work with the instructor is more in 
restrospect; a seeing what went on. I think that's the main difference. 
Your successes am failures in working with the patient weren't 
held up here as the things that counted; instead, your work was in terms 
of gaining experience. For instance, in medical nursing your work with 
the patient was first; here, the progress of the patient is second, and 
the way you used yourself is first. 
The help here is on a much more adult level. There are require-
ments to fulfill, but the teacher doesn't stani right over you as she 
does in the other experiences. Here you use, am are expected to use, 
the teacher as you need her. You are given patients regardless of whether 
you are particular~ good or have had experience. You are treated as 
responsible adult people. Right from the beginning you know t:te instruc-
tor isn't your mother; she isn't going to tell you what to do ~en. Right 
from the beginning you are expected to do your job; to be committed to 
nursing. I respect this and, also, the fact that the instructor keeps up 
clinically; she knows what's going on, where meny other instructors have 
forgotten how to do clinical work and procedures. 
-as-
There is a 'WOrld of difference. In ot:ter areas, you don't go 
deeply into the dynamics of situations. In other areas you get help, 
but it is in how to put the needle in, and not with how you feel about 
putting the needle in. In other areas you get support, but they don't 
help you help yourself as they do here. I think this is necessary in 
psychiatry, because your main tool is yourself. 
You can't really compare them; they're completely different kinds 
of help. In other areas you get help ldth busy work, or you get pat 
answers, or they say, "look it up." In psychiatry you get an intangible 
kind of help in which the helping person works with you to help clarify 
problems and situations. They point out the sort of things you need to 
work on to get your answers--but you get. your 2:!!!: ansv1ers. 
Basically, in this experience you get more help to understand 
yourself and your feelings. The help is more personal. In other 
experiences the help is with how to do dressings and w.i. th other physical 
skills. There the instructors don't get involved with you unless they 
like you a lot. Th~ they might go into how you feel about things. In 
other experiences the instructors are more ready to give you the answers, 
while here you have to arrive at them yourself. Here they want you to 
think. 
School Y 
In psychiatry you're expected to do more on your own. In other 
areas, if you're at a standstill, you aSk the instructor end she'll 
help. Here you're moouraged to think about ard come up with the 
answers yourself. Of course, psychiatry is not so well defined. For 
instance, it isn't as easy to give amwers in psychiatry as it is to tell 
what to do for a post-partum mother. 
In this experience they've made me do more work. Help in other 
areas was more with phya ical tasks, than with why I reacted the way I did. 
There was more helping me to understand myself here. Since I considered 
this one of fue major objectives of the course, I expected more of it 
than I did in other experiences. There is help available in the other 
experiences, but here it is more constant and easier to get. I'm in 
touch constantly with one of the people who give me most of my help. 
Everyone here is psychiatrically oriented and therefore aware of 
fue problems you have in relationships. 1hey look for them and expect 
them. Therefore, you feel more at ease going to them with problems and 
saying how you feel. That's really the main difference. In our school 
they support you emotionally, but there's just not as much emphasis. They 
have to spend more time on the physical care. In psychiatric nursing, 
it's all emotional. There is equal interest and caring shown the student 
in both places; in both places th~ consider you just as much a person. 
It is impossible in psychiatric nursing to tell you "Mlat to <b; you have 
to find out e.s you go along. 
-You are helped mostly with how you feel and why you do things here. 
In other experiences the help is mainly in terms of what you should & • 
... nd in other exJ;e riences there is not so much emphasis on you as a person 
working with a patient, but on the patient with you as a nurse. 
There is much more encouragement to take on responsibility and to 
ma~ your own decisions here. This almost makes you take the initiative. 
I find that other experiences are more structured and the help is more 
directive. I think this is necessary in most situations, since the things 
you're doing require more supervision. 
I 
There is a big difference in the tasks at hand. For instance, you 
can't give medications without first being supervised. In psychiatry, 
however, from the start, you're trying to work out your o'VI!l approaches. 
You get supervision, of course, but it's in a way that provokes thought, 
rather than answers questions. 
It is a very different kind of help. In tie other experiences we 
moved from having en _ instructor around a 11 of the time to ha'Ving one 
available. Here the instructor is hardly evey on the floor. She is here 
for rounds and sometimes for case presentations, but I don't think I have 
ever seen her on the unit for anything else. However, we had the seminars 
and supervision. I think, too, that the help here is more personal. For 
instance, in other areas the help is more patient centered, while the 
help here is centered upon you; upon helpi:gg you understand your relation-
ships with patients. 
~-----------------------------
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